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Change

ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

Has

Come!

^

Barack Obama
Elected America's
First Black President

L

^*|Ph^QSraph courtesy of Associated Press

President-Elect Barack Obama walks on stage with his family at Grant Park in Chicago, III., to address a record-breaking crowd

BY HAZEL TRICE EDNEY
NNPA EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
WASHINGTON (NNPA) After a fierce fight of two years
to change the course of history,
U.S. Sen. Barack Obama has
been elected the first AfricanAmerican president of the
United States.
His win culminates an
American history that expands
from black slavery to Jim Crow
to- a modem day civil rights
movement still marked by insti
tutional racism.
“America is in the process
and has taken the first step of

turning from darkness unto
light, turning from war unto
peace, turning from exploitation
of the poor by the powerful to
equal opportunity and economic
justice,” said civil rights icon the
Rev. Joseph Lowery in an
interview. “It’s a great moment
for America.”
In awe, America has paused
to celebrate this victory.
“If there is anyone out there
who still doubts that America is
a place where all things are
possible,
if
you’re
still
wondering if the dream of our
founders is alive in our time, if
you still question the power of

our Democracy, tonight is your
answer,” Obama began his
victory
speech
before
a
screaming Chicago crowd of
more than 250,000. “It’s the
answer told by lines that'
stretched around schools and
churches and other places like
I’ve never seen, people who
waited three hours, four hours,
many for the first time in their
lives because they believed that
this time ...That their voices
could be that difference.”
He recalled his campaign
strategy, which involved con
necting people fiom all walks of
life from both traditionally

Democratic and Republican
states,
“It was spoken by young and
old, rich and poor, Democrat and
Republican,
black,
white,
Hispanic,
Asian,
NativeAmerican,
gay,
straight,
disabled and not disabled,
Americans who sent a message
to the world that we have never
been just a collection of individ
uals or a collection of red states
and blue states, we are and
always will be the United States
of America,” he said as blacks
and whites celebrated the win
together.
In an exclusive election eve

message to black leaders,
Obama credited black voters for
his pending win, saying, "You
have done this."
The Black Press is partially
responsible for that victory.
“The black vote has taken
the high road,” said Ray Boone,
edfior/publisher
of
the
Richmond Free
Press
in
Richmond, Va., the former
Capital of the Confederacy,
which elected a Democratic
president for the first time in
more than 40 years.
“This marks a difinitive
departure from our shameful
past. This only gives hope and

pride to the fact that Virginia
contributed to the advancement
of the country and gives hope to
the entire world,” Boone said.
Obama graciously congratu
lated Republican Sen. John
McCain for his hard fight in a
tone that caused the audience to
cheer.
In contrast, McCain had to
shush an audience who booed
when he congratulated Obamain his concession speech. Still
McCain graciously congratulat-
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continuedfrom front page
ed Obama and even paid
homage to the black community
for its victory.
“He managed to do so much
by inspiring the hopes of some
millions of Americans who once
wrongly believed they had little
at stake or little influence in the
election of an American
president,” McCain said. “It is
something I deeply admire and
commend him for achieving.
This is an historic election. I
recognize the special signifi
cance it has for AfricanAmericans and for the special

pride that must be theirs
tonight.”
Civil rights leaders reveled
in the victory. Tears streamed the
face of the Rev. Jesse Jackson, a
civil rights icon, watching
Obama speak in Chicago.
“This victory is the fruit of
the struggle of many people
who’ve gone by,” said National
Urban League President and
CEO Marc Morial. “People can
now quit asking when will the
day come when a black man can
be elected president of the
United States.”
The Obama win comes after
a hard-fought race over the past
two years as he struggled to
prove’ himself; even in the black

community, which initially did
not believe he could win due to
white racism.
The son of a Kenyan man
and a white woman from
Kansas,
Obama
initially
received a slow reception from
black voters.
In January and February of
2007,
an
ABC
NewsWashington Post poll showed
his
Democratic
Primary
opponent Hillary Clinton at 40
points higher than Obama
among African-Americans who
had been asked their preference
for the Democratic Primary.
An earlier poll in December
of 2006 showed that 65 percent
of whites to only 54 percent of
blacks thought America would
be willing to elect a black
president.
“A lot ofblack people, espe
cially in the South, really didn’t
think that a black candidate
could be elected president. And
they weren’t looking for a
symbolic candidate. They were
looking for somebody who was
going to win,” says David
Bositis, senior analysist and a
specialist on black electoral
politics at the Joint Center for
Political and Economic Studies.
Adding to the black support for
Clinton was the popularity of
her husband, former President
Clinton.
But then there was a shift.
“Once he won Iowa,
there was some significant
movement,” Bositis points out.
The Jan. 3, Iowa primary caused
the world to gasp that a black
man in America could win a
presidential primary in a state
that was more than 95 percent
white.
Immediately, the pace of
Obama’s support among blacks
escalated. An ABC News poll
showed him at 60-40 percent
black support over Clinton by
mid January. Winning broadbased support, he consistently

maintained
more
pledged the day, such as Katrina and
delegates than Clinton, a key what happened on the Gulf
factor in winning the nomina Coast had an impact in 2006. We
were upset and angry, but we
tion.
After Obama won the South also understood politically that
Carolina primary Jan. 26, his we had to weigh in on the
black support skyrocketed and process,” Campbell says.
The aspect of race or agenda
solidified at more than 90
is
more
than just about the skin,
percent. That support remained
but
it’s
about
the experience of
consistent for the remainder of
disparities, prejudices and dis
the campaign.
Still, Obama weathered blis crimination, Campbell says.
tering racism, which included “It’s kind of the pain and the
criticism of him after the airing promise. It’s the pain of what
of strong statements by his we’re going through and the
former pastor, the Rev. Jeremiah promise that somehow this vote
Wright about America’s short can help impact that. I feel that
comings and failures in interna we’re in that pain vs. promise
moment.”
tional conflicts.
In some black districts, the
White males have always
electorate
expanded as much as
held the office of U.S. president.
188 percent such as Virginia’s
But, McCain had an uphill
District
during
battle. His obstacles were a Tidewater
Democratic
Primaries,
Campbell
strongly unpopular war in Iraq, a
devastated economy, and a Bush illustrates.
approval rating at its lowest in
two years, 29 percent, according
to a Wall Street Joumal/NBC
News poll.
The race appeared close
toward the end, but even polls
that
periodically
showed
McCain running close to Obama
couldn’t be believed, said
Bositis. That’s because the
current telephone polls are not
able to survey the cell phones of
thousands - perhaps millions of new youth voters who had
become engaged in the race,
primarily excited about Barack
Obama, who they often greeted
like a rock star.
The swell of voters among
youth was largely due to the
excitement of a new role model,
the possibility of making history
and also because of the issues,
said
Melanie
Campbell,
president and CEO of the
National Coalition for Black
Civic Participation.
“We tend to vote our
emotions, not blind emotions,
but, we have to feel that this is
really meaningful. The issues of

The Joint Center determined
last year that the top issues for
African-Americans were the
war, health care and the
economy, including jobs. Youth
also talked^ about lowering
tuition rates, increasing Pell
Grants and the prospects of
higher paying jobs when they
graduate.
Even after a bitter campaign,
it seems McCain - in defeat finally came to agree with
Obama.
“I've always believed that
America offers opportunities to
all who have the industry and
will to seize it. Sen. Obama
believes that too,” McCain said.
Obama concluded, “It’s
been a long time coming. But
tonight, because of what we did
on this day at this defining
moment, change has come to
America.”
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Ordinary People
B

BY JULIANNE MALVEAUX
NNPA COLUMNIST

The average American
has an income of about $52,00 a year;
the average African-American has
income of about $37,00.
These are folk who head house
holds, who go to work everyday, who
struggle with an economy that is
hostile to them. They manage, despite
rising, then falling, gas prices; falling,
then rising food prices, challenges
with the quality of their children’s
education, issues around health care,
and the many other circumstances
that seem to define their lives.
Some of these challenges are so
mundane that they escape the conver
sation that comes from political
pundits who have bigger fish to fry.
The real deal is that presidential
elections notwithstanding, the lives of
ordinary people ought to be the
business of our nation.
I am writing a few days before
our historic election, the election that
will make history no matter what its
outcomes. Illinois Sen. Barack
Obama is the very likely winner, but I
am enough of a pessimist not to “call”

the election in this column.
The cartoonist Gary Treudeau
says that Obama owns it, and with
deadlines like mine, he has declared
and predicted a winner, and
developed his column around his
choice. While my heart literally palpi
tates at the thought of an AfricanAmerican president of these United
States, the cynic in me worries about
the Bradley effect and other matters.
This is so exciting! Amazing!
Historic, and yet challenging! What
does any of this mean for ordinary
people?
Immediately, ordinary people
will want to know what happens with
their mortgages, their jobs and thenhealth care. President Bush is
planning a summit in November to
deal with the world economic crisis,
which means that'ordinary people all
over the world are looking at election
results in the United States and asking
what’s in the newel deal for ordinary
people.
And the real deal answer is that it
is going to take a minute. Our
economy is tanking, and the new
president won’t be able to put his
hands on it until late January or early

Email:
generalmanager@theweeklychallenger.com

February of 2009. The economy is
tanking and Congressional approval
has provided lame duck Treasury
Secretary Henry Polson with more
influence than he deserves.
He can bail out whom he chooses
to bail out in toe greatest “socialist”
move ofour memory, taking taxpayer
money from ordinary people to bail
out toe greedy and wealthy bankers
of our history.
It is important to take our winner
to task by forcing him to hear toe
voices of ordinary people, toe voices
captured by Studs Terkel, toe magnif
icent historian, journalist and chronographer.
Terkel’s
book,
“Working,”
played a pivotal role in my own
development as a labor economist,
because he captured words that could
not be reflected in toe surveys that so
often dominated labor research.
Terkel said he listened while
others would chime in. In his
listening he managed to expose toe
daily grind of working life for so
ynany Americans. To be sure, toe
grind is preferable to unemployment.
At toe same time, Terkel managed to
illustrate toe many ways that working

makes us soar and makes us sink. He
captured toe lives and toe words of
ordinary people and we are so
extremely grateful to him and dimin
ished by his passing.
I have no idea whether Barack
Obama had time with Studs Terkel.
To speculate might be to feed into toe
crazy fodder about Sen. Obama,
since Terkel was investigated by toe
House Un-American Activities
Committee back in toe l950s.
Without speculating I must enjoy
toe fact that these two men have been
on toe same page for quite some time.
Terkel believed that there were
voices, unheard, that could shape toe
realities of our nation. Obama has
been consistent in Utting up ordinary
people as a way to speak ofhis possi
bilities, programs and action.
This election has been all about
toe needs, hopes and desires of
ordinary people, toe people who want
to get up in toe morning, earn a living,
get their children to school, embrace
their possibilities and look forward to
their retirement. When toe voices of
our nation’s ordinaiy people are
embraced and amplified, then we
move to a more dynamic nation.

Reversal Of Adversity
BYFARRAHGRAY
NNPA COLUMNIST

Do you live in Detroit,
St. Louis, New York City or another
state that has suffered major job
losses? The reversal of fortunes of
Wall Street has devastated Main
Street and in urban communities with
deepening job losses spiking.
The outlook for the U.S.
economy
has
been
severely
weakened with the cash injection of
the $700 billion bailout the trends
may ease but most likely not reverse
the downturn. Is relief insight? It’s
hard to tell.
Are these reasons to be
concerned? The answer is yes. Is the
country faced with major economic
and social challenges of historical
proportions? Again, the answer is yes.
What changes and challenges are
taking place in your personal world?
Much of the conflict and frustra
tion people experience in their lives
can be traced directly to thenfinancial well being or the lack
thereof. Let’s factor in how our fore
parents survived unbearable circum
stances beyond their control.
A true sense of self and accom
plishment is always found within our
inner selves not by external circum
stances or events.
Recognizing the reality of our

current station in real life terms
should enable one to make a conscience decision to break free from
the shackles of unfavorable circum
stances that limit one’s possibilities;
Each one of us can exercise the
power of personal empowerment
being mentally emancipated to
embrace the freedom to determine
one’s own destiny.
One such choice is becoming
self-employed as a way of life, which
may be radically different from
anything you’ve ever done before. To
be successfiil at it you will have to
make a real turn-about in how you
both think and act.
A small part-time business will
allow you to gradually make toe tran
sition, but if you go full blast into a
business of your own you will be
quickly pressed to make sweeping
changes in how you do things.
The struggle to find a new
direction in search of ourselves is
long and hard. Coming to know
ourselves and stepping out on our
own, putting ourselves “on toe line,”
so to speak-requires tremendous
amounts of inner strength.
Working for yourself is consider
ably more demanding than working
for someone else. You are account
able for every decision made. In a
small business you have to be
prepared to do it all, because having a
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The Weekly Challenger!
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broad base of knowledge across a
wide range of skill areas is crucial.
As you start on your journey
toward self-employment, keep toe
following fundamentals in mind:
- Initiative is toe driving force
behind toe passion and fire behind
your startup success.
- Resourcefulness taps toe
creative powers of toe business
person’s mind, leading to toe achieve
ment of personal and business goals.
- High energy is critical in sus
taining both toe interest (passion) and
effort (fire) needed to promote your
new enterprise.
Perseverance, particularly
through difficult and demanding
times, is what determines whether toe
enterprise will survive.
t Determination is toe “willing”
that keeps a business going on toe
right track.
- Self-confidence prompts inno
vation (your big idea) and necessary
risk taking.
-Foresight enables adjustments
so that a business keeps pace with
changing markets and changing times
to know when to fill toe gap, to create
something new.
- Willingness to take calculated
risks allows toe business owner to
move forward and capitalize on new
opportunities.
- Profit orientation motivates a

person to venture forth on his or her
own and endure toe struggle that
comes with toe territory of businessownership “no pain, no gain.”
If you can’t depend on your own
convictions, you will fall short in
being able to do all toe things that go
into making toe business and yourself
prosperous.
These are not purposes they are
outcomes. You should want to be
self-employed because you believe
that this mode of earning a livelihood
provides the best opportunity to use
your innate talents, retain personal
autonomy over your life, reach
people directly, maximize earning
potential, and perhaps offer a fiiture
opportunity for your children or other
relatives.
Success or failure in becoming an
entrepreneur depends on you, and
others can only support your
decision. It is your own actions and
not toe actions of others that matter
most. It is also important to have very
definite goals and expectations that
will lead you to pursuing toe selfemployment path. Through persistent
efforts you can achieve all that you
started out to do.
Make all your efforts purposeful
and interpret them in toe context of
how they can enhance your “do-forself ’ ambitions!
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Local Doctors Host The
11 Ih Annual AfricanAmerican Health Forum

Chicago Mayor Daley
Makes Good On Second Part
Of Rays-White Sox Challenge
ST. PETERSBURG - More
than 25 shipping boxes of Wilson
Sporting Goods from Chicago
have been delivered to St.
Petersburg Mayor Rick Baker.
Nearly 350 items, including
gloves, baseballs, bats, catcher’s
gear and helmets, were all
donated through Chicago Mayor
Richard M. Daley and Wilson
Sporting Goods to benefit the
youth of St. Petersburg.
On Oct. 25, Baker and local
officials "presented
baseball
sporting goods to Little League
International Inc. at Oliver Field
(Campbell
Park),
in
St.
Petersburg.
Chicago-based
Wilson Sporting Goods donated a
wide
variety
of
athletic
equipment for children as part of
the mayors' challenge as the Rays
and White Sox entered Major
League Baseball’s American
League Division Series. Since the
Rays prevailed in that series,
winning four games to one, St.
Petersburg youth will benefit
from the challenge between the
major league cities. The special
shipment arrived this week.

Grateful for the contribution,
Baker
said,
“Baseball
is
America's pastime and a great
sport to inspire our kids. We
extend our gratitude to Chicago
Mayor Daley and the Wilson
Sporting Goods Company for
providing this generous contribu
tion to benefit youth sports in our
community.”
“This is such a boost for Little
League baseball in St. Petersburg,”
said Swanee Franklin, Florida
District 5 Administrator of Little
League International Inc. “We
recognize the value of this contri
bution because each group,
through volunteers, must earn
money throughout the year to buy
equipment for each team. This is
my 42nd year volunteering with
Little League and it's all about the
kids,” she added.
“Through the years, baseball
and other sports have given the
young people of Chicago a
positive alternative to the streets
and have helped them build
strength, endurance, fitness and
self-confidence,” said Daley.
“Building interest in sports for

future generations is one of the
main reasons we’re pursuing the
2016 Olympic and Paralympic
Games and we hope this contri
bution will help inspire the youth
of St. Petersburg and teach them
the values that sports can offer.”
Another part of the challenge
featured a Chicago feast,
including sausages from Vienna
Beef,
Vitner
snacks
and
Lemonhead candy. These items
were provided recently to
residents of the Pinellas Hope
transitional homeless program.
Had St. Petersburg's team lost the
series, Mayor Daley would have
received a Florida beach picnic
including grouper, shrimp, conch
fritters, stone crab and Cuban
sandwiches from restaurants
throughout St. Petersburg, Tampa
and Clearwater. In addition, St.
Petersburg-based
Transitions
Optical had agreed to provide
sunglasses, baseball and beach
gear for Chicago youth.
Special thanks to Reginald
Ligon for his assistance with this
program.

The Black Student Association
Health Week At USF
As part of the University of
South Florida - St. Petersburg’s
Black
Student
Association
Health Week a free lecture series
has been scheduled for the week
ofNov. 10. The series is designed
to increase awareness of diseases
which plague the urban popula
tion.
Spend a week attending
lectures and workshops led by
experts providing relevant and
timely information on current
health issues. All lectures will be
held at University of South
Florida - Saint Petersburg.
Lectures and Workshops
Include:
Monday, Nov. 10, DAVIS
130:
Sickle
Cell Anemia
Awareness from 1:00 to 2:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 12, CAC

133: Diabetes Awareness from
1:00-2:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 12, CAC
133; Diabetes Awareness from
2:00r ^ 2:30 p.m. The lecture on
Diabetes will be followed imme
diately by a diabetic friendly
Potluck.
Wednesday, Nov. 12, CAC
133: Fitness and Wellness from
3:00-4:00 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 13, DAVIS
219: Stress Management from
11:00 to Noon.
Thursday, Nov. 13, DAVIS
130: Sexual Health, Do’s and
don’ts for reducing risk of STDs,
from 1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 13, Nelson
Poynter RM 132: Sexual Health,
2:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 14, Nelson

Poynter RM 132, Sexual Health,
Noon - 2:00 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 14, DAVIS 130:
Save A Life, from 3:00 - 7:00
p.m. Get CPR Certified. ($10
USF students/$20 non-students)
Improve your overall health,
reduce that nagging stress and
elevate the quality of your life.
Check out our highlighted fitness
class formats. There’s a class for
everyone! All classes will take
place in the fitness center
Pilates: Monday and
Wednesday 6:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Power Yoga: Tuesday, 6:00 7:00 p.m.
Train for the Trot: Every
Tuesday 7:00 p.m. Join us as we
train for the 5k Turkey Trot!
Light jog
and
stretching
workouts.

Law Office Of

-

,

T

• Accidents & Injuries
• Divorce & Family Law
• Employment Law
. Wills & Probate
• Wrongful Death

RONALD L. NELSON, PA
ATTORNEY AT LAW
5511 CENTRAL AVENUE

Dr. Cedric Thornton, left and Dr. Kenneth Bryant

ST. PETERSBURG Today our community is
facing tremendous adversity
from economic struggles such
as employee layoffs, lost
medical coverage, higher
living expenses and much

more. Dr. Kenneth Bryant,
chairman of the AfricanAmerican Health Forum said
that adversity related to health
is even more of a challenge
during these difficult times. In
an effort to address health-

related concerns, the AfricanAmerican Health Coalition
invites the community to
attend the
llth Annual
African-American
Health
Forum held at the Johnnie
Ruth Clarke Health Center on
the Historic Mercy Hospital
Campus, 1344 22nd St. S., St.
Petersburg.
On Saturday, Nov. 8 the
forum will start with a
“Midtown Walk for Wellness”
at 7:00 a.m. followed by edu
cational workshops at 8:00
a.m. and free screenings at
10:00 a.m.
Come and meet, the
African-American Health
Fonim, a coalition of AfricanAmerican doctors and health
care professionals.
For additional information
about this free event call 727459-3478.

Five Pinellas Teachers
Win 2008 Excel Awards
Five
Pinellas
County
Schools’ teachers received the
2008 Excel Award from the
Foundation for Excellence in
Education at the inaugural
Celebration of Teaching event
in Lake Buena Vista.
The
Excellence
in
Teaching
initiative
was
created by the foundation to
leam and share the secrets of
successful
teaching
from
effective educators. The Excel
Award recognizes up to 100
exceptional Florida educators
whose students demonstrated
the greatest gains on the FCAT
from 2006-07 to 2007-08,
based on data from the Florida
Department of Education. The
award honors educators who
motivated students to greatest
gains in the state as well as
those who motivated students

who are below grade level,
high achievers, coping with
disabilities
or
learning
English.
.
One
Pinellas
winner,
Ginande Jester from Calvin
Hunsinger School, was the
only one of the 100 honored
educators to win in three cate
gories. She was recognized for
motivating students to achieve
the greatest gains in the state
ofFlorida, motivating students
with disabilities and motivat
ing students who are below
grade level, all in the reading
area. She received a $1,500
gift card to use for her class, a
field trip to the Kennedy
Space Center for her class, two
cruises, a gift bag packed with
items such • as attraction
tickets, a Smart Board and a
$ 1,000 gift card for her school.

The other four Pinellas
winners each received a
$1,500 gift card to use for her
class, a cruise, a gift bag and a
$ 1,000 gift card for her school.
They are Lee Gore, Highland
Lakes Elementary, math, moti
vating students who are below
grade level; Colleen HowardWahls, Northwest Elementary,
math, motivating students
with disabilities; Claudine
Kwiatkowski,
Perkins
Elementary, reading, motivat
ing students with disabilities;
Joyce Svabek, East Lake
High,
math,
motivating
students
who
are
high
achievers.
For information on the
Excellence in Teaching initia
tive, go to www.excelined.org
and click on the Excellence in
Teaching link.

celebrate
being a woman
You love choices! With the latest shades,
anti-aging skin care and great gift ideas,
I can show you beautiful products suited
just for you. Call me today to find more ways
to look good and feel great!

ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA 33710

(727) 345-9292
www.ronnelsonlaw.com

THE TIME IS NOW!
For A New, Reenergized St. Petersburg NAACP

VOTE

RAY TAMPA
President

Dianne Speights
(727) 866-6621
(727) 403-0144

Independent Sales Director
www.marykay.com/dspeights

A

T
I

CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY

WEBB’S BAIL BOND
24 Hours A Day • 365 Days A Year

Burial Spaces

$990

FREEDOM?
Pre-need
Interest-free
financing
available

5233 118 Ave. North
Clearwater, FL 33760

727-572-4355

(727) 322-0
_

826 -*9«h St. South • Si. Petersburg . Horitla.
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community news
CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

Building Wealth ’
By: Cherin L. Stover

Courtesy of

P i b I i x.
j

Borrowing Basics: An Introduction
To Credit / FDIC Money Smart
Managing your day-today finances is a great reason
to use a bank; but a bank also
can be very useful when it
conies time to make a major
purchase. For most of us,
there will come the day when
we want to buy a car or a
home of our own. Most of us
don’t have the money to buy
these things outright. Like
most of us, you will probably
need to borrow money from
the bank to make these
purchases. That’s where the
FDIC
Money
Smart
“Borrowing Basics” module
comes in. “Borrowing
Basics” looks at how to
borrow money from banks,
what credit is and how it
works. It also explores
different types of loans and
how to choose the best type
of loan for meeting your
goals, because banks have a
variety of loans to choose
from.
Buying a car or a house is
a big decision. It’s important
to ask yourself some basic

questions first:
- Do I need the item I’m
thinking of buying?
- Do I need the item right
now?
- Can I wait until I have
cash on hand to buy the item?
Once
you’ve
asked
yourself these questions and
have decided you want to
purchase an item, you want to
talk to a bank loan officer.
A loan officer will talk to
you about borrowing money.
To do this, you need to apply
for credit. Credit is money
that you borrow to pay for
things. Why is it important to
have credit?
- Credit allows you to
make large purchases such as
a car or a house.

- Credit can be useful in
an emergency.
- Credit is sometimes
more convenient than case.
- Credit is not extra
money.
- Credit is a loan.
A loan is an agreement
you make with the bank. The
bank gives you money, you
promise in writing to pay
back all the money plus
interest.
Interest is the extra
amount of money that the
bank charges for lending you
money.
You pay the bank interest
in addition to the amount of
the loan.
You agree to pay the bank
a set amount of the loan on a
regular schedule.
Interest is included into
your monthly payments.
Most loans will require
you to offer the bank some
form of collateral. Collateral
is property that you promise
to give the bank if you do not
pay back the loan. Usually
the item that you purchase is
what the bank will use as col
lateral. Most banks will only
accept items that they can
easily sell to pay off the loan.
Some loans, like a credit card
account, do not require col
lateral. These items can be
used as collateral:
- Home
- Automobile
- Saving? and investment
accounts
Although
banks
will
allow you to use your home,
automobile, and savings and
investment accounts as col
lateral, keep in mind that this
means the bank will take
them from you if you don’t
repay your loan.
It’s also important to

remember that your loan is
going to cost you more
money than just the price of
the items you’re buying. So
you need to consider the cost
of your loan when you’re
deciding which loan to apply
for. There are two costs you
will have fo pay: interest and
fees.
Interest is determined by:
- Type of loan
- Length of the loan
Interest is either fixed or
variable.
A fixed rate stays the
same throughout the length of
the loan.
A variable rate may
change during the period of
the loan, depending on the
conditions of your loan
agreement.
Along with interest, you
should
also
pay
close
attention to the annual per
centage rate. The APR
includes other charges or fees
to reflect the total cost of
your loan. It’s important that
when yoq are shopping for a
loan, you use the APR instead
of the interest rate to figure
out which loan is best for
you. You are always looking
for the lowest APR.
Fees are costs that the
bank charges for reviewing
your loan application and/or
taking care of your loan
account. Different loans have
different kinds of fees. Some
loans have no fees. For
example, you may be charged
a $25 application fee for an
auto loan.
Knowing
how
loans
work, it’s important to look
next at the loans that might
help you achieve your
financial goals. Banks offer a
variety of loans to choose
from. You want to choose the

loan that would support your
goals.
Consumer
installment
loans such as:
- Auto loans
- Personal loans
- Credit cards
- Home loans, such as:
- Home purchase loans
- Home refinancing
- Home equity loans
Before you apply for a
loan, make sure you shop
around for the best deal:
How much more will I
pay for the item under the
terms of the loan?
What is the total cost of
credit?
Can I afford the monthly
payments?
Are there any fees?
What is the annual per
centage rate?
All of the above informa
tion should be given to you in
writing by the lenders in
Disclosure Statements. This
is your right according to the
Truth in Lending Act.
Next column: Applying
for a loan; how financial
institutions and loan officers
make credit decisions.
To leam more about the
FDIC Money Smart financial
education program or to find
out
locations
or
class
schedules, please call the
Sanderlin
Center/Wealth
Building Coalition at 727321-9444.
The Wealth Building
Coalition of Pinellas County
promotes community
awareness of the Earned
Income Tax Credit and free
tax preparation for working
families and individuals and
is sponsored by the JWB
Children’s Services Council.

CLASSIFIED
HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE
Cancelled or Non-Renewed???

WE CAN HELP!!!

727-393-4617
Larry Eugene Walker • Insurance
Great Automobile Rates • Over 20 Years of Experience

T-SHIRTS. UNIFORMS. SPORTSWEAR. FAMILY REUNIONS. MEMORIALS

SR82M*

HI: 1727)768-7529

MARy KAy
sfe **

Dianne Speights

ut wy independent Sales Director
J 727-866-6621
727-403-0144
dspeights@marykay.com
www.marykay.com/dspeights

Creal Funeral
Home
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 896-2602

UNIVERSITY
* WE GOT IT 199
CUSTOM WEAR FOR YOUR CUSTOM NEEDS
1550 1STH ST. S„
EML SCORPIOS2109@YAHOO.COM

State Approved Pre-Funeral

Friday, Nov. 7 - Get Downtown Music Series, Central Avenue
between Second and Third Street. First Friday monthly.
Features local jazz musicians and vendors. 727-393-3597.

Saturday, Nov. 8 - Walking Tour of Downtown St. Petersburg
Historic District, Central Avenue and Second Street, 10 a.m. to
noon. St. Petersburg Preservation Inc. visits historic buildings
and tells the history of St. Petersburg, www.stpetepreservation.org or 727-824-7802.

Saturday, Nov. 8 - Ancient Lives - The Story of St. Petersburg's
Ancient People: "Who were they?" Boyd Hill Nature Preserve I
Lake

Maggiore

Environmental

GRAPHICS. SCREEN PRINTINO. EMBROIDERY. BANNERS. SIGNS & MORE I

Robert Creal, Sr., LFD

Center,

1101

Country Club Way S. 2 - 3:30 p.m. A series of classes and field
trips that highlight the lives and conditions of Florida's first
people, www.stpete.org/boyd or 727-893-7326.

Saturday, Nov. 8 - Drum Circle Facilitation, The Pier. 5 to 7
p.m. Experience the creative forces and rhythms of a drum
circle in the Courtyard, www.stpetepier.com or 727-821-6443.

Saturday, Nov. 8 - Gallery Walk. throughout downtown
galleries. 5:30 to 9 p.m. More than a dozen galleries participate
in this relaxing evening. Visit the galleries, meet artists and
enjoy, www.stpetearts.org or 727-821-6767. Ride the Looper
Trolley from 5 to 10 p.m. www.loopertrolley.com

Saturday & Sunday, Nov. 8-9 - Historic Roser Park Art
Festival '08. Historic Roser Park Neighborhood. Roser Park
Drive and 10th Avenue South Saturday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. and
Sunday 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Bigger than ever with over 70 artists,
painters and craftsmen. Live music, food and drinks, a kids art
station, historic walking tours, and an atmosphere of celebra
tion in the beautiful and scenic backdrop of the Historic Roser
Park Neighborhood, www.roserpark.net

Sunday, Nov. 9 - Alligator Walk, Boyd Hill Nature Preserve I
Lake Maggiore Environmental Education Center, 1101
Country Club Way S. 11:30 a.m. Learn about the natural
history of the alligator, its habitat, eating habits and young.
www.stpete.org/boyd or 727-893-7326.

Charter Buses
Already On Hold
For Presidental
Inauguration
Are you interested in
traveling to the Presidential
Inauguration, Jan. 20, 2009, in
Washington, D.C.? Just in case
Obama won, a group from
Tampa Bay already has charter
buses on hold!
Package prices include:
$200 per person, bus only; and a
four-star hotel block on hold for
$192 (single, tax included), $96
(double occupancy) and $48
(four people per room). To
RSVP or for more info call Al

Qift Certificate
SHARE CARD

Celebrating our
3 Otb Anniversary

White at 727-403-2295, Donnie
Williams at 727-510-0270 or
email reachout@powerbrokermagazine.com.
Charter bus payments are
due Dec. 5, and hotel confirma
tions are due Dec. 15. Charter
buses are scheduled to leave the
Bay on Sunday, Jan. 18, at 6
p.m., and arrive in the D.C. area
on Monday, Jan. 19. Buses
depart to return home on
Tuesday, Jan. 20, at 6 p.m.

Qifi Certificate
This cerfifficate entitles the bearer
to $30.00 off your first visit.

Mendee B. Ugon, D.D.S.
Reginald Ligon, D.D.S
MarkT Cuuen, D.DS.
* NO CASH VALUE*

Ligon & Ligon
D.D.S., P.A.
Mendee B. Ligon, D.D.S.
Reginald Ligon, D.D.S.
Mark T. Cullen, D.D.S.

Arrangement Plan

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service

Education

5201 Central Avenue

Some restrictions apply. Call our staff for details.
• White Fings

• Crowns/Bridges

• 1 Hour Teeth Whitening

• Implants

• Extractions
• Root Canals

•Dentures/Partials
• Gum Treatments

* Nitrous Oxide Gas *
* Headphones *
INTEREST FREE FINANCING
New Patients and Emergencies Wel
come
~ Gift Given By -

St. Petersburg, Florida 33710
Office: 727-321-7880
Fax: 727-327-6484

file giver will receive $30 off on his/her next

LigonDental.com

appointment with Dr.’s Ugon and Ligon.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Pinellas County Urban League’s
Career Connection Center

Report
BY LUCIUS GANTT

BY KATRISA B. WINSTON

Job Seeker Guard Yourself
From Negativity And
Recreational Drug Use
You were finally given the opportunity to
prove that you can bring true value to a
company and its team. Why does it matter
whether you exhibit negative, disruptive or dis
trustful behaviors? Why does it matter if you
used marijuana last week?
What difference does it make if you display
a hostile disposition or you are a recreational
drug user? Frankly, your attitude whether
positive or negative is contagious and can
impact the deposition of the entire team.
Employers and department managers monitor
the temperament of each team member because
an attitude, negative or positive, impacts the
company’s overall productivity and perform
ance. When an individual or a few individuals
display hostility in the work place it is in the
best interest of the business to eliminate people
that cause disturbances; especially in a team
environment.
At this point, you may be wondering why
this issue is being considered? Because of two
recent workplace incidences. Briefly, one job
seeker pursued employment for a number of
months and finally secured a temporary-to-hire
position. The new employee was given instruc
tions to report to work the following week.
Unfortunately, the client arrived late for the
training class and consequently was instructed
to return the following week to start the next
paid training class. Again, the job seeker was
late; and was given a third opportunity. The job
seeker did make the third training class and was
placed on the payroll which included medical
benefits. Regrettably, after only one week the
employee began to display a very negative
attitude. The employee began to speak despair

ingly about the hiring managers and inferred
racial discrimination. Needless to say this
employee was dismissed because of missing
desired outcomes and verbalizing a disruptive
complaining demeanor.
In the second incident, the job seeker had
been convicted for drug possession. For two
years the individual could not gain employ
ment. Fortunately, a headhunter gave the indi
vidual an employment opportunity in the
medical field. This rarely occurs after a drug
conviction. The job seeker failed the drug test.
When an individual or a few individuals stir
up negative hostility in the workplace it is in the
best interest of the business to eliminate people
that cause ongoing disturbances; especially in a
team environment. Also, remember, if you
cannot pass a drug test don’t waste the prospec
tive company’s time and money. It is not only
unethical to do so, but you make it harder for
others who truly desire a ‘second chance.’
Hot Jobs

On-site Career Fair - Lead Generator-Call
Center Workshop (Tuesday, Nov. 4, from 8:45
a.m. to 10:00 a.m. - no late arrivals admitted)
RNs and LPNs
IT
Library (Largo)
School Crossing Guard
‘ Security Workers for the Super Bowl

For additional information contact the
PCUL location at 333 31st N., St. Petersburg,
Florida 33713, or call (727)327-2081, ext. 116.
For job placement assistance visit the Career
Connection Center located at 1402 N. MLK
Ave., Clearwater, Florida 33755 or call 727442-9516.

St. Petersburg Branch
NAACP To Hold Election
The St. Petersburg Branch
of the NAACP has accepted a
slate of new officers and
executive committee members
for 2009.
The Nominating
Committee has determined an
official election date of Tuesday,
Nov. 18, from 9:00 a.m. to 7:00
p.m. To be eligible to vote, a
member must hold a current
membership as of Oct. 18, 2008
with the St. Petersburg NAACP
Branch. These members must
cast their vote at the NAACP
Branch located at 1501 16th St.
S., St. Petersburg.
The Nominating Committee
has declared the following can

didates eligible to seek a position
with the 2009 Cabinet of the St.
Petersburg NAACP:
- For the Office of President:
Martin Rainey and Ray Tampa.
- For the Office of First Vice
President: Trenia Byrd-Cox
(Unopposed).
- For toe Office of Second
Vice President: Charles
McKenzie (Unopposed).
- For toe Office of Third
Vice President: Terry W. Cox.
- For toe Office of Secretary:
Patty Van Alstine.
- For toe Office of Treasurer:
Delphinia Davis.
- For toe Office of Assistant

Treasurer; Delquanda Turner.
The newly elected officers
will be installed at the
Emancipation
Proclamation
Ceremony, Jan. 1, at St. Mark’s
Missionary Baptist Church, 1301
37th St. S., St. Petersburg, Florida
33711. The Reverend Brian
Brown is pastor of this congrega
tion. The public is invited to
attend this landmark occasion cel
ebrating toe 100th anniversary of
toe NAACP. Please plan to attend
this historical event and formal
ceremony. For further details
please contact toe NAACP Office
at 727-898-3310.

Weed And Seed Grant
Applications Now Available
ST. PETERSBURG - The
St. Petersburg Childs Park Weed
and Seed site will release mini
grant applications beginning
Nov. 3. Applications are
available at toe Weed and Seed
office, located in toe Business
Assistance Center, 33 Sixth St.
S., Ste. 301, or toe Childs Park
Recreation Center, 4301 13th
Ave. S., or maybe requested
electronically by calling 8925088.
There will be an information
session on toe grant application
process on Friday, Nov. 14 at toe

Business Assistance Center,
from 10 a.m. to noon. This grant
program was established to
provide resources to implement
projects that can enhance
existing programs or services
and provide “seed” money for
community-based efforts. Grant
categories are: crime and pre
vention, anti-gang initiatives,
faith-based/ community-based
initiatives and re-entry for ex
offenders. All grant initiatives
are for toe Childs Park area,
generally bounded by Fifth
Avenue South and 18th Avenue

South between 34th Street South
and 49to Street South.
Grant amounts will range
from $500 to $5000 per grant,
however, respondents may
request higher grant amounts if it
can be justified in toe applica
tion. Grant amounts will be
based on total dollars available at
toe time of award. For additional
information, call Janis Ford,
Weed and Seed coordinator at
727-892-5087 or Delquanda
Turner, grants chairperson at
727-547-5647.

This is an open letter to President Obama:
Dear President Obama:
Congratulations on your very successful
presidential campaign and your historic
election.
You know, most people that work or
volunteer on political campaigns want a job
with the candidate.
I don't want a job. I don't think you would
hire an independent thinking and acting
African-American on your staff anyway. I just
have a few small requests of you.
To help this country and to help all of its
citizens, you must be fair and just.
There will never be. change or peace in
America until the people feel there are equal
rights and justice. You must, as president,
demand enforcement of all laws and constitu
tional rights.
Those days of different treatment based on
race for different courtroom litigants should
be over!
If the U.S. Army is going to be used to
protect Israel, then you should send our
military to Africa to support exploited and
oppressed Africans also.
Do something in Sudan, Congo and other
places where help is needed.
Your father was an African. Your biggest
supporters are of African descent. There are
more of the world's resources in Africa. What

more reasons do you need to support the
Mother Land?
As president, be accessible Barack. You
were known during the campaign for
mingling in the crowds at rallies. You shook
hands. You held babies. You visited schools,
churches and businesses.
You've been advised to drop your friends,
disassociate your associates and stay away
from everyone that loves you and wants to be
close to you.
As best you can, respond to letters and
phone calls from ordinary people, black
people and good people.
The people want change, Barack, and now
is the time to give it to them.
Stevie Wonder could see there was no
change in how you ran your campaign. Except
for some subtle technology differences, your
campaign was just as upsetting as your
opponent's campaign was.
I know campaign promises are just
promises so I don't expect a drop in the federal
deficit without increased taxes or some other
form of revenue generation. But I do expect
better and more sensitive leadership from you
than I got from G.W.
Do the right thing Barack. Preside for all
of the people and not just the rich.
Don't be afraid to stand up for the people
that stood up and voted for you!

Political Forum Draws Capacity
Crowd; Coalition Turns Up
The Heat On Local Races
ST. PETERSBURG - Local
races will be hotter this year in
South St. Petersbmg, thanks to
toe new ONE Community
Coalition that’s turning up toe
volume to help voters pay
attention to pivotal races at toe
County level.
A total of 15 organizations
co-hosted toe ONE Community
Candidate Forum this past
Monday at toe Enoch Davis
Center. The forum, which was
moderated by Lou Brown, III,
drew eight of toe candidates on
this year’s ballot who took
questions
from
a
packed
audience.
But more important than that,
Coalition groups are gearing up to
print and distribute 20,000 copies
of a slate of endorsements by toe
African American Voter Research
& Education Committee
(AAVREC). The slate, which is
scheduled tp release next week,
will endorse in at least 10 compet
itive local races on toe November
4th ballot.

Gypsy Gallardo, who is one
ofthe Coalition organizers, says
“It is absolutely vital that African
Americans vote in much higher
numbers in local races that impact
our bread and butter.” She says
toe 21% graduation rate for black
boys in Pinellas County makes
toe School Board races toe most
important decisions on toe ballot.
Abdul Ali, Chairman of toe
AAVREC group, says “The
County Commission has toe
authority to help ensure toe $40
million Job Corps project brings
more business to local and
minority businesses. So far, it has
not.”
No doubt, black voter turnout
will be at an all-time high this
year. But voters often skip unfa
miliar names on toe ballot. While
voters recognize names at toe top
of toe ticket, many have never
heard of people like Nick
Brickfield and Paul Mattson, who
are competing to win toe District 1
Pinellas County Commission seat.
The Coalition groups want to

change that by organizing more
voter education and involvement
this year. A media group is
backing their work by publicizing
toe endorsements and promoting
voter participation. The group so
far
includes
The
Weekly
Challenger newspaper, WRXB
AM 1590 radio station and toe
Power Broker magazine.
Organizations participating in
toe ONE Community Coalition
include AAVREC, St. Petersburg
NAACP, The PACT, Pinellas
County Urban League, Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity, Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority,
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity,
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, toe
Links of St. Petersburg, The Fred
Minnis, Jr. Bar Association, and
The National Council of Negro
Women.
To ask about your organiza
tion joining toe Coalition, call
727-866-0873 or 727-867-7067.

Kanika Jelks-Tomalin Receives
Young Professional Award
ST.
PETERSBURG
<
Kanika Jelks-Tomalin, director of
Corporate Communications of
Bayfront Health System, recently
received toe Leadership in
Business Award from
St.
Petersburg Young Professionals,
a division of toe St. Petersburg
Area Chamber of Commerce.
Tomalin joined five other
honorees at toe 2008 SPYP
Tomorrow’s Leaders Today
Awards. According to the
Chamber, SPYP is toe national
award winning premier organiza
tion for young professionals in St.

Petersburg.
At Bayfront, Tomalin
oversees toe health system’s com
munications, media, marketing
and government relations, as well
as senior management correspon
dence and crisis communications.
Tomalin also serves as a board
member of toe Florida Society for
Healthcare Marketing and Public
Relations.
For more than 100 years,
Bayfront Medical Center - a
502-bed, not-for-profit, teaching
hospital in St. Petersburg - has
responded to the health care

needs of West Coast residents.
Bayfront is also home to
Bayflite - the largest hospitalbased flight program in the
Southeastern United States that
brings life-saving trauma care to
thousands in a l5-county region.
Bayfront provides comprehen
sive services in: trauma and
emergency care; orthopaedics;
obstetrics and gynecology; car
diology; neurosciences; rehabil
itation and cancer care. Visit
www.Bayfront.org for more
information about Bayfront.
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“Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing”

Source: Wikipedia Free Library

William Wells Brown

Rick

“We Free Kings”: A Rahsaan
Roland Kirk Joint!
This past weekend I came
across two of my favorite LP
records: “Kirk’s Work” and
“We Free Kings” and decided to
listen to them to bring back
pleasant memories. The albums
are of the husband of a friend of
mine in New Jersey; her name is
Dorthaan Kirk. As event coor
dinator, Dorthaan plays an
important role at WBGO 88,3
FM, the world’s premiere radio
jazz station in the New York,
New
Jersey,
and
the
Connecticut metropolitan area.
As for husband Rahsaan Roland
Kirk, his bio information was
taken off the internet from
Wikipedia, the free encyclope
dia: (Aug. 7, 1936 - Dec. 5,
1977), Kirk was an American
jazz multi-instrumentalist who
played tenor saxophone, flute
and many other instruments. He
was perhaps best known for his
vitality on stage, his virtuoso
improvisation accompanied by
comic banter, political ranting
and his famous ability to play a
number of instruments simulta
neously. He was bom Ronald
Theodore Kirk in Columbus,
Ohio, but felt compelled by a
dream to transpose two letters in
his first name to make Roland.
He went blind at an early age
due to podf rrledlcal treatmeht'.
In 1970, Kirk added “Rahsaan”
to his name after hearing it in a
dream.
The first time that I saw
Rahsaan Roland Kirk was at the
Five Spot Cafe, in the mid
1950’s or early l960’s, I
couldn’t believe what I was
hearing. It just so happened that
some friends and I were in New
York City partying when
someone suggested we go down
into the Village and check out
this blind jazz musician Roland

Kirk. At the time, he had not
taken on the name Rahsaan. A
couple of us had been to the
Five Spot before and thought it
was a good idea. I’m so glad we
did; I’ll tell you why. But first,
I’d like to say a little about the
club for those of you who may
not be familiar with the Five
Spot.
Originally the Five Spot
Cafe was a neighborhood bar.
When it changed to a jazz club,
it didn’t take long for it
to become the “in” place.
However, it was an extremely
small jazz room. So small in
fact, that in the winter patrons
had to store their coats in a
window well near the front
door. Of course, being a small
room caused the tables at the
club to be very close to one
another and even closer to the
stage; or so it seemed. Also, ifl
remember correctly, it was there
that I first saw and heard the
great John Coltrane perform
with Thelonius Monk.
With that said, let’sget back
to Rahsaan Roland Kirk. Well,
on that night, he blew my mind
when he started playing his
instruments. Not only did he
play well, but I watched and
listened as he played hard bop
on three (what appeared to be
saxophones) instruments at one
time. If memory serves me
well, Kirk explained the instru
ments as being a tenor
saxophone, a “strich” and
“manzello.” Research says that
Kirk was not positive about the
origin of the “strich” and
“manzello.” It seems that he
purchased the instruments from
a music store owner who had
been given the instruments by a
man from Spain.
They
appeared
to
have
been

assembled from parts of
various other instruments. The
manzello appeared to have been
built primarily out of an alto
sax, but had a large, flat,
awkward bell. The strich
resembled a larger, more bulky
soprano sax. Both of the horns
were beat-up and seedy
looking, as though they had
been around for centuries.
Nonetheless, Kirk was an
expert in performing on those
horns,
Kirk also played the flute,
the “nose” flute, a “song” flute,
a siren which hung around his
neck, the clavietta (wind instru
ment with a small piano
keyboard on it), and several
other instruments. You may be
thinking that it was gimmickry;
however, when listening to
Kirk’s playing you will hear that
he’s playing true chords within
integrated ensembles with legit
imate musical function and
effect. Plus, he was the first
musician (jazz or otherwise)
that I witnessed perform the
“circular” breathing technique.
Jazz fans, do yourself
favor expand yom jazz
knowledge
and
listening
pleasure by purchasing at least
one of Rahsaan Roland Kirk’s
CD albums. Trust rile, you
won’t go wrong.
Remember to “Keep Jazz
Alive” by “Supporting Live
Jazz!”
, Jazz fans - do you have any
feedback? I would like to hear from
YOU! You may visit my Web site
at: rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email
me at JazzJamm@aol.com You
may also mail your letters to Rick
Gee’s Jazz Jamm, c/o Hie Weekly
Challenger, 2500 ML King St, S.,
St Petersburg, FL 33705.
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William Wells Brown, born
Nov. 6, 1814 was a prominent
abolitionist lecturer, novelist,
playwright and historian. Bom
into slavery in the Southern
United States, Brown escaped
to the North, where he worked
for abolitionist causes and was a
prolific writer. Brown was -a
pioneer in several different
literary genres, including travel
writing, fiction, and drama, and
wrote what is considered to be
the first novel by an AfricanAmerican.
Brown was bom into
slavery near Lexington, Ky. His
mother, Elizabeth, had seven
children by different fathers.
Brown's father was George
Higgins, a white plantation
owner and relative of the owner
of the plantation where Brown
was bom.
Sold multiple times before
he was 20 years old, Brown
spent the majority of his youth
in St. Louis. There his masters
hired him out to work on the
Missouri River, then a major
thoroughfare for the slave trade.
He made several attempts to
escape, and on New Year's Day
in 1834, he successfully slipped
away from a steamboat at a
dock in Cincinnati. He adopted
the name of a Quaker friend of
his, in order to obtain his
freedom. After working for nine
years as a conductor for the
Underground Railroad, and as a
steam boatman on Lake Erie (a
position he used to ferry
escaped slaves to freedom in
Canada), Brown became active
in the abolitionist moveriient by
joining several anti-slavery
societies
and
the
Negro
Convention Movement. He
became further engaged in the
abolitionist movement by deliv
ering lectures in New York and
Massachusetts. While his initial
cause was prohibition, he soon
focused on anti-slavery efforts.
Brown’s speeches revealed his
belief in the power of moral
suasion and in the importance of
nonviolence. He often attacked
the supposed American ideal of
democracy and the use of
religion to promote submissive
ness among slaves. Brown also

Samuel L. Jackson Joins Cathy
Hughes On “TV One-On-One”
Legendary
film
actor,
producer and social rights
activist Samuel L. Jackson talks
with host Cathy Hughes about
his transition from stage to film;
his latest films, including “Soul
Men,” which opens Nov. 7; what
an Obama presidency would
mean and much more in a
revealing interview premiering
Thursday, Nov. 6.
With a few new movies
under his belt - including
“Lakeview Terrace,” the box
office smash action thriller about
an LAPD officer who will stop at
nothing to force out the interra
cial couple that moves in next
door - Jackson has been working
hard in Hollywood. Jackson s
newest film, “Soul Men,” with
the late Bernie Mac, is the
hilarious story of a popular
singing duo back in the days that
have not spoken in 20 years, but
will have to bury the hatchet for a
reunion tour. On Christmas Day,
“The Spirit” will open in theaters
with Jackson playing a mysteri
ous, super villain in a film with a
unique, comic book style.
During
the
interview,
Hughes and Jackson, discuss the

historic presidential campaign.
Jackson rejects the notion that if
Sen. Obama wins partly on the
basis of a strong AfricanAmerican turnout, he will need
to do something specifically for
a black constituency. “I don’t
think you’re owed anything!”
Jackson says.
Hughes and Jackson also
discuss his upbringing and the
importance of education in his
life. Jackson, an avid reader, says
that he learned to read at age
three. “It meant a lot to me that
the people that took care of me
wanted something better for me.
And I wanted something better
for me, and I knew the only way
to get out of Chattanooga and the
segregated life that I lived was to
be educated. That’s the one thing
nobody could take away from
me — my good sense,” Jackson
explains.
Jackson committed to his
career path early, in the theater
department
af MorehouseSpellman College, where he
learned to stage manage, hang
lights and build sets, as well as
act, before he moved to New
York City and began a stage

career. He and Hughes discuss
the long road that took him from
Chattanooga, Tenn., where he
grew up with his grandparents,
to the New York stage to his life
as one of Hollywood’s hottest
actors.
For two years, Jackson
worked as the stand in for Bill
Cosby during filming set-up on
television’s “The Cosby Show”
while he continued to do theater
at night. Jackson tells Hughes
like “many who were products
of the sixties,” he was drinking
and doing drugs, including
cocaine.
The actor tells Hughes the
defining point in his career was
Spike Lee’s movie, Jungle Fever,
in which he played a crack addict
and which he says, ironically,
was the first role he ever played
without drugs in his system. He
earned the Cannes Film
Festival’s first, and only, award
for a supporting performance. “It
is kinda cool to have the only
one,” said Jackson of the award
that helped catapult him to fame.
“All of the sudden Hollywood
started calling.” And the rest is
history.

constantly refuted the idea of
black inferiority.
Reaching
beyond America’s borders, he
traveled to Britain in the early
l850s and recruited supporters
for the American abolitionist
cause. An article in the Scotch
Independent
reported
the
following:
“By dint of resolution, self
culture, and force of character,
he has rehdered himself a
popular lecturer to a British
audience,
and
vigorous
expositor of the evils and atroc
ities of that system whose
chains he has shaken off so tri
umphantly and forever. We may
safely pronounce William Wells
Brown a remarkable
and a
full refutation of the doctrine of
the inferiority of the negro.”
Thanks in part to his
prestige as a powerful orator,
Brown was invited to the
National Convention of Colored
Citizens, Where he met other
prominent abolitionists.
Making sure that his
approach to abolitionism was
not restricted only to lectures,
Brown published the “Narrative
of William W. Brown, a
Fugitive Slave, Written by
Himself’ in 1987, which
became a bestseller second only
to
Frederick
Douglass'
narratiye. In it, he critiques his
master’s lack of Christian
values and the brutal use qf
violence
in
master-slave
relations. When Brown lived in
Britain, he wrote more publica
tions, including travel accounts
and plays.
His first novel, titled
“Clotel, or, The President’s
Daughter: a Narrative of Slave
Life in the United States,’’; is
credited as being the first novel
written
by
an
AfricanAmerican. However, because
the novel was published in
England, the book is not the first
African-American
novel
published in the United States.
This credit goes to one of two
disputed
boqks:
Harriet
Wilson's “Our Nig” (1859),
brought to light by Henry Louis
Gates Jr. in 1982; or Julia C.
Collins' “The Curse of Caste; or
The Slave Bride” (1865),

mari,

William Wells Brown

brought to light by William L.
Andrews, an English Literature
professor at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel. Hill,
and Mitch Kachun, a History
professor at Western Michigan
University, in 2006. Andrews
and Kachun document “Our
Nig” as a novelized autobiogra
phy, and argue that “The Curse
of Caste” is the first fully
fictional novel by an AfricanAmerican to be published in the
U.S.
However, most scholars
agree that Brown is the first
published
African-American
playwright.
Additionally,
Brown wrote two plays, “The
Experience; or, How to Give a
Northern Man a Backbone”
(1856, unpublished and no
longer extant) and “The Escape;
or, A Leap for Freedom”
(published 1858).
During the Civil War and in
the decades that followed,
Brown continued to publish
fiction and non-fiction books,
thereby securing his reputation
as one of the most prolific
African-American writers ofhis
time. He also played a more
active role in Civil War. It was
Wells
who
introduced
Bermudian soldier Robert John
Simmons to the abolitionist
Frances George Shaw, father of
Col. Robert Gould Shaw, the
commanding officer
the 54th
Massachusetts
Volunteer
Infantry.
. William Wells Brown diet!
on his 70th birthday in Chelsea,
Mass., on Nov. 16,1884.
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Rays Planning To
Work On New Deal
For Baldelli

Antonio Bryant Reviving Career With Bucs

Antonio Bryant

BY FRED GOODALL
TAMPA (AP) - Antonio
Bryant pondered the question
about the year he spent on the
couch watching the NFL on tel
evision and forced a smile.
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers
receiver was a player without a
team a year ago and had no one
to blame but himself after a
couple of run-ins with former
coaches and trouble off the field
derailed his career.
“It was most frustrating
because it wasn't because of my
talent,” said Bryant, who
clashed with Bill Parcells in
Dallas and Mike Nolan in San
Francisco before windingup out
of football in 2007.
“Then you're sitting there
seeing guys who I really kpew I
could compete against and beat
out for opportunities go out
there and play. I'd look at the
screen and shout all kinds of
stuff Guys would make a good
catch, and I'd say: "That ain't
even a good catch.' I couldn't
stand to watch football.”
Bryant smiled again. He
was half joking,, and quickly
reiterated his passion for the

game is one of the reasons he
never stopped believing he
could flourish in the NFL.
Bryant is determined tp make
the most of another chance to
prove it.
Tampa Bay is the 27-yearold’s fourth team in six seasons,
and he's emerged as the club's
leading receiver with Joey
Galloway hobbled by injuries.
He had eight catches for 115
yards and a touchdown, helping
the Bucs rally from a 21-point
deficit to beat Kansas City 3027 in overtime on Sunday. He
has three 100-yard games this
season two in the past three
weeks and has 45 receptions for
566 yards and two TDs during
the team's 6-3 start.
“He
was
a
superstar
yesterday, let's be honest,”
coach Jon Gruden said Monday.
“Two one-handed catches;. an
unbelievable catch on the
touchdown to make it 27-25;
after the catch; as a blocker he
was a great receiver on the tape I
looked at this morning.” ?
Bryant has always' had the
ability.
A second-round draft pick
of the Cowboys in 2002, he had
83 receptions for 1,283 yards
and eight TDs in his first two
seasons in Dallas. He fell out of
favor when he tossed his jersey
at Parcells during a confronta
tion in his third year.
He was traded to Cleveland
in the middle of 2004 and had
his most productive year as a

pro in 2005 with 69 receptions
for 1,009 yards and four TDs, a
breakout season that helped him
land a four-year, $14 million
contract with the 49ers two
years ago.
He was productive in San
Francisco, too, but didn't get
along with Nolan.
Bryant concedes he was part
of the problem, adding he might
have avoided some of the
problems With all three teams if
he had allowed his coaches to
get to know him better.
“Most of the situations I've
come across, it's probably
because of me not Opening up to
others. It's my fault because I
only allow them to see that one
part. They only know what I
show them. So I really can't
fault them for going off of what
they see,” Bryant said.
“At the end of the day, 1
don't want problems. I don't
want a lpt of complications. J
just want to play football. Good
football.”
*
The receiver feels part of the
problem in Dallas Was Jerry
Jones drafted him when Dave
Campo was coach and Parcells
never considered Bryant one of
his guys. He thought the same
thing happened in Cleveland,
where Butch Davis was coach
when he arrived, and Romeo
Crennel followed.
Bryant felt his stay in San
Francisco was doomed because
of baggage from his previous
stops.

He's confident things will be
different with the Bucs. <*
“You've got to go where
people want you. You really
can't just fall into other people's
situations,” Bryant said, adding
he and Gruden clicked from the
Very start, when the coach sat
down and showed him a
highlight reel he compiled of
some of Bryant's best plays.
j* “He pointed out a lot of
things that I felt about myself. I
was speechless because those
are things I talked to people in
my personal circle about,”
Bryant said.
“I felt like this man actually
took the time to sit down and
break down my game. I felt real
comfortable about .that, that he
took the time to understand me
as a player. I knew the other part
was on me to give him a chance
to understand me as a person.”
With Galloway inactive for
five of Tampa Bay's nine games,
Bryant has become the team's
go-to receiver.
While insists he's the same
person on and off the field,
Bryant concedes his year away
from the game motivated him to
work even harder to realize his
potential as a player.
“I won't say it wasn't meant
for me to play, but some things
have to occur in order for you to
know how to capitalize,” Bryant
said. “Either you're going to fold
or embrace it and get better. I'm
not a folding type of guy. I'm a
all-in type. All in, let's go.”

A.i.'s Stay In Denver Was A Mixed One

Allen Iverson

BY ARNIE STAPLETON
DENVER (AP) - The
marriage was good but not great.
The blockbuster trade that
brought Allen Iverson from
Philadelphia to Denver two
winters ago put a few more fans
in the seats and led to a few more
wins on the court for the
Nuggets.
But they went 1-8 in the
playoffs withA.I.
Iverson
and
Carmelo
Anthony proved that two superstars could indeed coexist, but
the Nuggets' streak of first-round
failures stretched to five during
their time together, so it was time
for a divorce.
“That's going to be the main
topic, that it didn't work,”
Anthony said. “Of course it
didn't work. If we didn't win a
championship, it didn't work. I
had a great time playing with
(Ivdrson). He's going to always
be one of the best teammates I
ever played with and he s always
going to be my friend.
Even after the divorce.
Detroit acquired the former
NBA MVP on Monday for AllStar point guard and former
finals MVP Chauncey Billups,
top reserve Antonio McDyess
and project Cheikh Samb.

Entering yet another early
summer vacation, the Nuggets
decided that they weren't going
to offer a contract extension to
Iverson, who is making roughly
$21 million in the final year of
his deal.
Iverson practically begged to
stay, saying over and over he
wanted to end his career in
Colorado.
But the Nuggets saw
shooting guard J.R. Smith's
growth getting stunted on the
sideline while, and they jumped
at the chance to get him more
minutes while also acquiring a
pure point guard who changes
the entire complexion of their
lineup in Denver native Billups.
The Nuggets had been
searching for just such a point
guard ever since giving up Andre
Miller to the 76ers in the trade for
Iverson in December 2006.
While excited about Billups'
arrival, the Nuggets thanked
Iverson for the star power and
hustle he brought them, suggest
ing he left a lasting legacy even
in his short time in Denver.
“Allen Iverson was a joy to
coach,” George Karl said.
“When we acquired him, there
were all these nightmares and
stories about how difficult he
was, and he never was difficult
for me.”
He wasn't a problem for his
teammates or in the community.
Just the opposite.
But the Nuggets didn't get
the big boosts in attendance and
success they had envisioned,
either.
They thought he truly was
“The Answer” when he arrived

after a blizzard and declared that
he sure would like to see the team
that could somehow beat Denver
four times with both he and
Anthony on the court.
That team was the San
Antonio Spurs, who bounced the
Nuggets out of the playoffs in
five games.
Iverson noted that the team
hadn't had time to jell and, with a
full season together, he insisted
anew that he was sure nobody
could beat them four times in the
playoffs.
The Los Angeles Lakers did
just that last summer, exploiting
the Nuggets' lack of size in
making Denver the first 50-win
team to get shut out in the
playoff's.
So, many will see the acqui
sition of Iverson as a failed
experiment.
“I'm a numbers guy,”
Nuggets
executive
Mark
Warkentien said. “And we won
50 games. And the last time the
Nuggets won 50 games Ronald
Reagan was president. If
winning 50 games is a disap
pointment, then we're heading in
the right direction.”
With Billups at the tiller now
instead of Iyerson.
Kenyon Martin said he was
saddened to see Iverson go but
was heartened knowing a player
of Billups' caliber was replacing
him.
“Yeah, they weren't going to
trade him fpr nothing,” Martin
said.
“They
already
did
something like that once, so I'm
pretty sure they weren't going to
do that again to us.”
The addition of Billups

might placate Nuggets fans who
have watched the once freespending
franchise
trade
defensive
standout
Marcus
Camby to the Los Angeles
Clippers in the offseason for
nothing but salary cap relief and
recently decline to extend Linas
Kleiza's contract
Sixers
coach
Maurice
Cheeks took issue with the
notion the 'Melo-A.I. combo
didn't work out.
“It kind of did work out. It
didn't work to the point of them
winning an NBA championship,
but they won a lot of games/’
Cheeks said. “I'd take that 50.
But the West is so tough. With
them winning 50 games and they
were the eighth se,ed, C'mon,
that's a tough conference out
there.”
Rex Chapman, the Nuggets
vice
president
of player
personnel, said Monday's trade
doesn't mean that the A.I. test
was a flop.
“I wouldn't categorize it that
way. Again, I would go back to
(owner) Mr. Kroenke. Stan has
proven again that he's not afraid
of putting himself out there and
taking a chance,” Chapman said.
“We rolled the dice with Allen.
We gave it a good while to grow
roots. And we saw some brilliant
success at times with the combi
nation of Allen and Carmelo and
the rest of these guys.
“Other times, just like
anything, it may not have worked
as we wanted. But Stan has
shown that he's not afraid to roll
the dice gain, and we felt this
trade was well worth taking a
chance with.”

ST. PETERSBURG (AP) The Tampa Bay Rays hope to
start talks soon on a new contract
with right fielder-designated
hitter Rocco Baldelli.
Baldelli, who hit a solo
homer in Game 5 of the World
Series, was one of this season's
inspirational stories.
The 27-year-old returned to
play part-tirne on Aug. 10 after
missing 240 games due to mito
chondrial disorder, which slows
muscle recovery and causes
extreme fatigue.
“I have a tremendous amount
of respect for Rocco on and off
the field,” Rays Executive Vice
President of Baseball Operations
Andrew Friedman said Thursday.
“We do have a special rela
tionship. To be a part of what he's
gone through, and to see him at
the lowest of moments, I think,
has created that personal rela
tionship. I'm sure we'll talk in the
next few days.”

In March, Baldelli thought
his career might be over because
of his physical problems. He
went on two minor league rehab
assignments before rejoining the
team:
Rather than exercise an
option for 2009, the Rays bought
out the final three years of
Baldelli's contract for $4 million
at the end of spring training.
“I don't know what to
expect,” Baldelli said. “This is
the only place that I've ever
played in. I'm very comfortable
here. Everyone's been very sup
portive through all this stuff that
I've been dealing with. I'm
thankful for it.
“(Some) teams would have
probably turned their back on me
when I was going through a lot of
these troubles. It is a business. I
love playing here, and I'm just
going to wait and see what
happens.”

Rays Decline
Options On Cliff
Floyd, Trever Miller
ST. PETERSBURG (AP) The AL champion Tampa Bay
Rays on Monday declined
contract options for next season
on designated hitter Cliff Floyd
and relief pitcher Trever Miller.
Floyd hit .268 with 11
homers and 39 RBIs in 72 starts
this season. The Rays held a $3
million option with a $250,000
buyout on the 35-year-old
slugger, who was on the post
season roster until a right
shoulder injury sidelined him
for the final two games of the

World
Series
loss
to
Philadelphia.
The club held a $2 million
option with a $400,000 buyout
on Miller, who was 2-0 with a
4.15 ERA and two saves in 68
games. The 35-year-old lefty
has made at least 60 appear
ances in each of the past six
seasons.
The Rays also announced
backup
catcher
Michel
Hernandez cleared waivers and
was sent outright to Triple-A
Durham.

High School Football
Scoreboard
THIS WEEK’S SCHEDULE
Admiral Farragut Academy at Indian Rocks Christian
Boca Ciega at Bayshore High
Calvary Christian at Bradenton Christian
Clearwater Central Catholic at Cardinal Mooney
Countryside at EastLake
Dixie Hollins at Pinellas Park
Dunedin at Palm Harbor University
Gibbs at Largo
Southeast at Lakewood
Northeast at Osceola
Shorecrest at Northside Christian
St. Petersburg at Seminole
St. Petersburg Catholic at Lake Placid
Springstead at Tarpon Springs

BYE- Clearwater, Keswick Christian,

NCAA Football
BCS Standings
1. Alabama 9-0
2.
Tech 9-0 „
3. Penn State 9-0
4. Texas 8-1
5. Florida 7-1
6. Oklahoma 8-1
7. USC 7-1
8. Utah 9-0
9. Oklahoma State 8-1
10. Boise State 8-0
11. Ohio State 7-2
12. TCU 9-1
13. Georgia 7-2

14. Missouri 7-2
15. BYU 8-1
;-^USU 6-2
17. Mali State 8-0
18. MicMgaaState 8-2
19. North Carolina 6-2
20. Georgia Tech 7-2
2L California 6-2
22. Florida State 6-2
23. Maryland 6-2
24. Northwestern 7-2
25. West Virginia 6-2
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STATE NEWS
Marriage Amendment Heads
To Court Over Donations
MIAMI (AP) - Opponents
of a Florida constitutional
amendment that would define
marriage are headed
court
demanding to know who is
paying for the supporters’
campaign.
Opponents say the group
pushing Amendment 2,
Florida4Marriage.org, is

to

illegally shielding the names of
contributors by directing their
donations to another group,
Florida Family Action. That
group then gives the money to
Florida4Marriage.org.
John Stemberger, who leads
both groups, says the actions are
legal. There is a court hearing
scheduled Monday afternoon in

Miami.
Supporters say Amendment
2 defines marriage as between a
man and a woman in the state
constitution. Opponents say the
state already bans same-sex
marriage and its vague wording
would create unintended conse
quences for gay and straight
couples.

Hip-Hop Stars Stumped For
Obama In South Florida
BY SARAH LARIMER
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

MIAMI (AP) - Two days
before the election, Jay-Z and
Sean “Diddy” Combs told
voters in South Florida npt to be
scared away from the polls by
long lines.
“It’s bigger than us,” Combs
said. “We have to do it for our
children, we have to do it for the
people that died for us to have
the right to vote.” .
Combs and Jay-Z, whose
real name is Shawn Carter,
appeared before a crowd of
about 800 at the Chester
Robinson Athletic Center at
Florida Memorial University
for a “Last Chance for Change”
rally.
Hip-hop mogul Russell
Simmons, music executive
Kevin
Liles
and
fellow
recording artist Mary J. Blige
also joined them at the get-outthe-vote effort for Democratic
nominee. Barack Obama.
“We stood in line to get tne
new Lil’ Wayne CD,” Liles said.
“We stood in line to get a new
pair of Jordans. We stood in line
to get in here. So we ain’t afraid
of no lines.”
The event was more of a
campaign rally than hip-hop
extravaganza. None of the
artists actually performed on

Stage, instead using their time to
stump for the Democratic
nominee. A DJ played as the
crowd waited for the group to
arrive, and a gospel choir and
college
step
teams
also
performed.
“We have been doing the
same thing over and over again
expecting a different result,”
Blige
said.
“Please
do
something different. Barack
Obama is a true example of
something different. He’s a true
example of something our
children can have in the future,
what they can look at and say
‘Wow, we can really, really do
something, We can really, really
be something.”^
When an announcer asked if
anyone in the crowd had already
voted, several attendees threw
their hands in the air, waved
blue campaign signs and
screamed.
More than two million of
Florida’s 11.2 million registered
.voters had . already cast..their
ballots by Sunday morning,
according to the state Division
of Election Web site. As of
Saturday
in
Miami-Dade
County, more than 300,000 had
gone to the polls, according to
county statistics. Early voting in
the state ended Sunday.
. Combs, who bounced on
stage wearing an Obama T-shirt

and sunglasses, has long
worked to increase young voter
turnout. Four years ago, he was
part of the “Vote or Die”
campaign and launched the non
partisan group Citizen Change.
“I think we just really rein
forced what they already knew,”
Jay-Z said after the event. “It
energized them.”
One attendee, 36-year-old
Rebecca Vaughns, said Election
Day would be especially sweet
for her. The Miami resident,
who was wearing a black
Obama T-shirt and had a
likeness of the nominee shaved
in the back of her head, said she
had been saving a giant
chocolate “O” in her freezer for
months, waiting for Nov. 4.
“It’s not about black or
white,” Vaughn’s said, “It’s
about the fact that this country is
in a hole.”
Fort Lauderdale resident
Joyce Downing, 53, sat in the
back of the stuffy arena before
thg rally started, wearing a red
Obama T-shirt. Downing said
she waited five hours to vote a
week ago to vote in an election
she called an “awakening.”
“Although I’ve voted as
long as I’ve been eligible, this is
the most exciting election I’ve
been able to participate in,” she
said.

Florida School Board
Considers Renaming
A Controversial
Jacksonville High School
BY RON WORD

JACKSONVILLE (AP) The issue of whether a mostly
black high school should
continue to bear the name of
Nathan Bedford Forrest - a
Confederate general, slave
trader and early Ku Klux Klan
leader - is before the Duval
County School Board.
The seven-member board,
which has two black members,
is expected to vote Monday
night on whether to change the
name.
Kris Bames, the board
member who placed the item
on the agenda, recommended
denying the request to rename
the school.
If the board decides to
rename the school, one of the
suggestions
is
Firestone,
which is the name of the street
where the school sits. Another
proposal is to honor former
Forrest
graduate,
Scott
Speicher, a Navy pilot whose
plane was shot down over Iraq
on Jan. 17, 1991, on the first
night of Operation Desert
Storm. His body has never
been found, and he is listed as

“missing/captured,” although
the Navy is reviewing the case.
Forrest
High
School
opened as an all-white school
in the 1950s. The Daughters of
the Confederacy, who saw it as
a protest to the U.S. Supreme
Court ruling that eventually
integrated the nation’s public
schools, suggested its name.
But now more than half
Forrest High's students are
black.
The issue has come up
several times over the past
half-century, but the School
Board has never changed the
name. Jacksonville has three
other schools named after
Confederate generals, but it
also has schools named after
civil rights icons.
The, divisive issue is
expected to draw some heated
arguments among alumni, who
want the name to stay the
same, and those who believe
the school's name is an insult
to blacks.
Bom poor in Chapel Hill,
Tenn.,
in
1821, Forrest
amassed a fortune as a planta
tion owner and slave trader,
importing Africans long after

the practice had been made
illegal. At 40, he enlisted as a
private in the Confederate
Army at the outset of the Civil
War, rising to a cavalry general
in a year.
Some accounts accused
Forrest of ordering black
prisoners to be massacred after
a victory at Tennessee's Fort
Pillow in 1864, though histori
ans question the validity of the
claims.
In 1867, the newly formed
Klan elected Forrest its
honorary Grand Wizard or
national leader, but he publicly
denied being involved. In
1869, he ordered the Klan to
disband because of the
members' increasing violence.
Two years later, a congression
al investigation concluded his
involvement had been limited
to his attempt to disband it.
After his death in 1877,
memorials to him sprung up
throughout the South, particu
larly in Tennessee. A mounted
statue of Forrest and the graves
of the general and his wife are
in a Memphis park bearing his
ndrtte.

Florida Democrats Put
Suit Against GOP On Hold
TALLAHASSEE (AP) The Florida Democratic Party
had put on hold an election
lawsuit against Republicans.
That came after the GOP
filfed
sworn
statements
Monday saying the state and
national Republican parties
“have not and will not” engage

in frivolous mass voter chal
lenges.
Circuit
Judge
Kevin
Davey, though, remained on
standby Tuesday in case
Democrats presented evidence
that Republicans had broken
their promise.
Republican spokeswoman

Erin VanSickle called the suit a
baseless attempt td distract
voters.
Challenged voters can cast
provisional ballots that are
counted only if their signatures
match those on record in
county elections offices.

Historic Levels Of Local Voter Participation
Aid Obama In Winning Battleground State Of Florida
DR. YVONNE SCRUGGSLEFTWICH
CHALLENGER CORRESPONDENT

ST. PETERSBURG - St.
Petersburg and Pinellas County
led Florida and the nation in a
landslide
victory
for
die
Democratic presidential ticket
headed by Illinois Sen. Barack
Obama and Delaware Sen.
Joseph Biden, the 44th president
elect and vice president-elect of
the United States of America. In
early voting returns shortly after
the polls closed Tuesday night,
the Pinellas County victory by
eight points was officially
announced for the Obama-Biden
ticket, with 95 percent of the
County’s precincts reporting. The
rest became the most profoundly
remarkable reality in the history
of this nation. America spoke
with a powerfully united voice.
After 232 years, America has
made the uncontestable choice of
the
first
African-American
president in this nation’s history.
The turnout of 137 million voters
for the election is an all-time
record for any presidential
election, according to CNN tele
vision news.
Not only did Obama win. His
record-breaking ■ victory - 349
Electoral College votes and still
counting - is unequaled in more

than 60 years of presidential
contests. Not since President
Lyndon Johnson’s victory in
1964 has America given such a
huge mandate to any victorious
president-elect. And in Pinellas
County,
Barack
Obama’s
coattails appeared to be a flowing
train on a velvet coronation cape
for
a
few
candidates:
Congresswoman Cathy Castor,
who retained her District 11

House District 55 seat, with 94.9
percent of the vote. These local
victories happened in spite of a
largely Republican sweep of
most other local offices.... and
some believe, directly because of
President-Elect
Obama’s
momentum.
In south St. Petersburg, the
mood throughout Election Day
was excited, engaged and patient.
Long lines were already formed

participation. Poll workers and
local analysis reported that large
numbers of older voters, espe
cially senior citizens, already
voted early.
The consensus, as supported
by post-election statistics, is that
voting by African-Americans

trated in south St. Petersburg. A
huge Street Blimp - a two-and-ahalf-ton flat-bed truck carrying a
gigantic
VOTE
OBAMABIDEN sign - was parked across
the front of historic south St.
Peterburg’s Atwaters Restaurant
leading up to Election Day.

Community volunteers

Community volunteers

House of Representatives’ seat
with 87.9 percent of the vote;
African-American attorney, Nina
Hayden, who won the District 2
School Board seat with 54
percent of the vote; and short
term incumbent Darryl Rouson,
who resoundingly defeated the
insurgent vying for his State

before the 7:00 a.m. poll opening
at locations like Wildwood
Recreation Center on 28th Street
South
and
Lakeview
Presbyterian Church on historic
22nd Avenue South. But early
voting, heavy leading up to
Election Day already had
promised historic levels of voter

increased by 300 to 400 percent
in St. Petersburg. Although State
Democratic Committee officials
expressed surprise at an earlyretums’ news report of lower than
usual voter turnout at the polls on
Election Day, they attributed this
behavior, in retrospect, to “early
voting” which was not available
in the past.
Community enthusiasm was
evident in the sea of Obama lawn
signs across the city and concen

And although those inter
viewed for this article at various
poll locations expressed their
determination to believe in the
possibility of an Obama sweep,
some incidents in the St.
Petersburg
community
still
suggested caution. In a few pre
dominantly white north St.
Petersburg locations and along
the boundary between north and
predominantly black south St.
Petersburg, vestiges of bigotry

and race baiting remained. A
large sign was briefly posted at a
First Avenue North polling
location, promoting “VOTE
RIGHT, VOTE WHITE.”
Also, on one south St.
Petersburg residential street,
white vandals were observed as
they expressed their opposition to
Obama by smashing all four
glass front windows of a house
displaying
Obama
and
Obama/Biden campaign signs,
and shattering the windows and
vehicle lights of a few cars
showing Obama placards. But
these random acts were death
throes resisting a juggernaut that
would not be diverted. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.’s soaring cadence
of the old black spiritual, “Ain’t
Gonna Let Nobody Turn me
‘Round,” rang in their ears said
those whose property was
targeted.
In a late night poll, 97 percent
of respondents declared this
election to be the most important
in which they ever had voted in
their lives. With Obama’s
popular vote at 52 percent when
his victory was declared, versus
McCain’s 47 percent, a new
mantra for this country gracefully
transforms from “We Shall
Overcome,” into “Yes, we can
Change - Glory Hallelujah.”
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national news
Maryland's Black Colleges
Historically Underfunded
BYSEANYOES
SPECIAL TO THE NNPA

BALTIMORE (NNPA) - A
new report says Maryland’s
Historically Black Institutions
have been historically under
funded by the state and more
money has to be invested in black
schools if they are going to
compete fully with traditionally
white institutions.
“There are many indicators
that suggest that substantial addi
tional resources must be invested
in HBIs to overcome the compet
itive disadvantages caused by
prior discriminatory treatment,”
the study said.
The 34-page report was
compiled by The Panel on the
Comparability
and
Competitiveness of Historically
Black Institutions in Maryland, a
group of six national educators
chosen by the state to study the
funding issues of black institu
tions of higher education in
Maryland.
“Indeed, one can reasonably
assume that had the state consis
tently treated HBIs over their
lifespan in a manner comparable
to the treatment of TWIs, the
HBIs would currently be compet
itive with other public institutions
in these and other aspects of their
operations both at the undergrad
uate and doctoral levels,” the
report observed.
Earl Richardson, president of
Morgan State University, said he
and the other presidents of
Maryland HBIs feel “Vindicated”
by the report. “The report of the
Historically Black Institution
(HBI) study group has the
potential for changing the
landscape of higher education in
Maryland,” said Richardson in a

statement. “First, it candidly
concedes that because of past dis
criminatory
practices,
there
continues to be great disparities in
resources of black institutions
when compared to our white
institutions. More importantly,
the
report
establishes
a
framework for addressing the dis
parities.”
The report also indicates
HBIs, unlike TWIs, bear the
added burden “to provide strong
programs
in
developmental
education to ensure access and
success to students, mostly from
low-income
families,
who
otherwise would not have an
opportunity
to
pursue
a
bachelor’s degree.
“The HBIs are not funded at
appropriate levels to carry out
both parts of this mission at
once,” the report states. “Because
of past discriminatory practices,
there continues to be great dispar
ities in resources ofblack institu
tions.”
The inequality has implica
tions for the future.
“Given the rapidly changing
demographics in the state and the
great disparity that continues to
exist between bachelor degree
attainment levels of white
compared with black residents of
the state, the HBIs are providing
an invaluable service to the state
in its commitment to helping
underserved students, and in
preparing African-Americans for
the Maryland workforce,” the
report noted.
In the 2006-07 school year
Morgan
produced
more
bachelor’s degrees (821) than any
other HBI in the state, followed
by Bowie State University with
621 bachelor’s degrees.

Chrysler Merger Seen As
Possible Last Hope For
Detroit, U.S. Auto Industry
BY MARCUS AMICK
SPECIAL TO THE NNPA FROM
THE MICHIGAN CHRONICLE

Earl Richardson, president
of Morgan State University

“Few, if any states have vol
untarily submitted themselves to
an analysis of comparability
between
the
HBIs
and
Traditionally White Institutions in
their statewide systems of higher
education,” stated Richardson. “It
is obviously a very thorny issue,
and the state of Maryland should
be commended for its leadership
in commissioning the report.”
But the report does not
discuss how or when the state
plans to more fully fund
Maryland HBIs in order for them
to fulfill their mission to educate
students and become more com
parable and competitive with
their white counterparts.
“It’s going to take us a while
to beat on them based on the
fiscal crisis that we’re enduring,
but I think ultimately.. .ultimately
we will get it,” said Sen. Joan
Carter Conway, who represents
the 43rd legislative district of
Baltimore and is chair of the
Senate’s Education, Health and
Environmental
Affairs
Committee. “We probably won’t
get it as fast as we would like it.”

Judge: King Family Must
Resume Documenting Papers

DETROIT (NNPA) - The
idea of a possible Chrysler
merger
has
left
many
wondering about the future of
Detroit and the surrounding
region.
A major deal involving
Chrysler,
which
appears
inevitable, will reshape Metro
Detroit forever in ways that
probably can't be imagined.
Not that the area isn't
already in the midst of a major
shift. The "Detroit" as it has
been known for decades is
now over.
As of June 2008, General
Motors, Ford and Chrysler had
announced the shutdown of 35
plants since 2005, according to
the Ann Arbor-based Center
for Automotive Research.
Those plants, along with 35
additional plant closings at
GM and Ford's chief suppliers,
have led to the elimination of
an estimated 149,000 hourly
and salaried jobs, according to
published reports.
In addition, last week,
Chrysler announced that it is
planning more than 5,000
white-collar job cuts by the
end of the year. The automaker
also announced it is cutting
• 1,825 factory jobs.
GM is reporting that
ryd^pit&ipthe, fact - th^t; early
retirement and buyouts has
helped to reduce its workforce,
the company will still have to
make
some
involuntary
layoffs.
The auto job cuts could
have a rippling affect on other
businesses. It's troubling news
on a number of fronts. The
auto industry is ingrained in
the economic, social and
cultural fabric of the region.
Arguments that Detroit
will weather this storm are

likely true. The city has a
history of surviving tough
times. But considering the
current condition of the
American-based automakers,
the idea of what that "survival"
mode looks like is a growing
concern.
The only real question is
what, if anything, can be done
to salvage what's left of the
American auto industry? The
only thing that seems to offer a
glimmer of hope is a potential
merger with either GM or
Nissan-Renault.
A lot of issues have been
raised that a GM/ Chrysler
merger is counterproductive
for both automakers consider
ing that GM is already strug
gling to streamline its product
line-up to cut costs.
There also have been
questions raised about the
costs associated with some
Chrysler plant closings for the
already cash-strapped GM.
Much of the criticism of a
Nissan-Renault/
Chrysler
merger has
focused on
concerns that to make the part
nership work, Nissan would
have to dedicate human and
other resources that they don't
have.
Still, a GM and NissanRenault deal would have its
benefits. For one, GM has an
understanding of the issues
affecting today's American
auto market - even though
recently much of that insight
has been gained from trying to
work through their own chal
lenges.
The automaker also has the
ability to deal with the unions
to work through the issues
affecting the company. In
addition, political support for a
$10 billion federal rescue
package for a Chrysler/GM
merger is said to hinge on the
deal saving as many jobs as
possible.
Under the leadership of

CEG Carlos Ghosn, NissanRenault has shown that it's
more than capable of turning
around a car company. Ghosn
is credited with resurrecting
Nissan from bankruptcy and
making it a contender in the
U.S. and global market. The
automaker has also proved to
be a major economic stimulus
in areas in which it operates.
A
Nissan
plant
in
Mississippi is expected to
employ about 30,000 people
by 2010, including those
directly employed by the man
ufacturing facility, suppliers,
retailers, service and sales. The
plant has spurred the growth of
hundreds of businesses in the
Mississippi area.
Also, Nissan is already
jointly developing products
with Chrysler, which means
the automaker has an under
standing of Chrysler's opera
tions.
More importantly, both
GM and Nissan are in the
business of making and selling
cars. With the urgency that
Cerberus Capital Management
LLC seems to want to unload
Chrysler, Detroit can't afford
for the automaker to end up in
the hands of a company that
has no real interest in the auto
motive industry other than
turning a quick profit.
The thought of Chrysler
trying to rebound from another
situation like that on any level
seems unlikely. A Chrysler
merger with GM and or
Nissan-Renault might be the
last glimmer of hope for not
only Chrysler but for the
American-based auto industry
as well. To date, there doesn't
seem to be any other viable
plan on the table. It seems the
only thing to really consider
regarding whether a potential
Chrysler merger is a good idea
is
whether Detroit and
thousands
of jobs are
deserving of another shot.

Burial Marker Put On
Freed Slave's Grave
Martin Luther King III
BY ERRIN HAINES
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

ATLANTA (AP) - A Fulton
County judge has ordered Bernice
King to resume documenting her
mother's personal papers in accor
dance with an earlier decree
requested by her brother^ Dexter.
Bernice King and Martin
Luther King HI again faced off
against their brother Friday, when
the siblings and their attorneys sat
down for more than four hours
after cooperation between them
had stalled on a previous court
order for Bernice King to begin
producing her mother's personal
items, including intimate letters
between Coretta Scott King and
Martin Luther King Jr.
The documents were part of a
$1.4 million book deal with
Penguin Group, but that deal fell
though earlier this month after the
family missed a deadline from the
New York-based publisher to turn
the documents over. It is unclear
now whether the documents can
or will be used for any future such
deals.
“Penguin declared that King

Bernice King

Dexter King

Inc. was in default,” said attorney
Craig Frankel, who does not
represent the organization but is
Dexter King's personal lawyer.
“For the time being, (King Inc.) is
unable to comply with the terms
of the contract.”
The issue of whether Coretta
Scott King's papers are the
property of her husband's estate
remains undecided for now, but
Frankel said he was pleased with
Friday's progress and that the
process of cataloguing hundreds
of boxes of Coretta Scott King's
property - being managed by a
court-appointed “special master”will resume as early as Monday.
“What this proves is that
(Bernice) may not have indexed
them, but she knows where they
are and the judge ordered her to
produce them,” Frankel said.
Coretta Scott King died in
January 2006 of complications
from ovarian cancer after
suffering a stroke a few months
earlier. Her estate was being
managed by the Kings' eldest
child, Yolanda, but she died
suddenly last year after suffering a

heart attack.
Relations
among
the
remaining King siblings have
become increasingly strained and
came to a head this summer with
the filing of three lawsuits. The
public feud has attracted wide
spread interest. On Friday, media,
clergy, lawyers and supporters including the Rev. Al Sharpton packed the hearing.
Speaking after the hearing as
he headed to the airport to catch a
flight back to California, Dexter
King said that his fight with his
siblings boils down to a “power
grab” by his sister, and maintained
that Coretta Scott King did want
her memoir published by the Rev.
Barbara Reynolds.
“My mother would not have
given her that type of access if
there was any kind of issue,”
Dexter King said of Reynolds, an
ordained minister and former
journalist who said her 30-year
relationship with Coretta Scott
King led to a series of taped inter
views between the women that
would be used to write a book on
her life.

CLARK, S.D. (AP) - Cal
Simmons finally has a grave
stone over his bones, 93 years
after he died.
Simmons, a freed slave
after the Civil War, moved to
Clark County as a homestead
er and was buried in an
unmarked grave in 1915.
His body lay anonymously
in Rose Hill Cemetery for
decades, until a group of area
residents recently provided a
fitting memorial.
“We come today to
dedicate the life of a man who
began his life as a slave,” said
the Rev. Warren Rhodes of the
United Methodist Church,
who led a group of community
members and middle school
students in prayer.
Greg Furness, president of
the Clark County Historical
Society, gave his best guess of
why Simmons was left
without proper burial.
“The headstone (was) not
placed there because he was a

slave freed from the Civil
War,” Furness said, adding
that it was likely considered
inappropriate
because
Simmons was black.
According
to
local
records,
Calvin
Green
Simmons was thought to have
been bom in Mississippi
around 1850. In the Civil War,
Simmons was the personal
assistant to a Union soldier,
William George McSpadden,
who moved to Clark in 1881
and built a hotel.
Simmons is believed to
have followed McSpadden in
1885, and eventually took up a
homestead claim just west of
the city.
Furness and former Mayor
Les Solberg worked with the
Rotary Club and a nearby
monument company to design
and purchase a gravestone.
In
addition
to
the
memorial dates, the group
made
another
decision.
Because they could not locate

Simmons' descendants, they
engraved the names of his
family - wife Rosa and
children, Calvin, Mae, Grace
and George - on the back of
the headstone as a beacon for
any family members or
researchers.
“We had a couple people
that tried to trace (the
family),” Solberg said.
Furness said at one point a
researcher was hired, but
could not locate any of
Simmons' family.
“I would love to find
family,” Furness said. “It gives
them a connection to leam
where they came from,”
Furness said.
Solberg himself got into
the act, at one point flipping
through a Minneapolis phone
book, where Rosa and the
children may have moved
when the couple separated, but
Solberg hit a roadblock. The
Simmons name filled 11 pages
in the Twin Cities phone book.
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CHURCH NEWS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
THE DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING CHURCH NEWS IS MONDAY, 4:00 P.M.
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church

New Mount Olive
Primitive Baptist Church

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church

celebrate in worship, We care for one

under the leadership of our soldier of

another,

3001 18th Avenue South, St. Petersburg

the cross, and drum major for justice,

spiritual life possible both individually

Dr. Rickey L. Houston, extend an invi

and corporately, and we communicate

The Senior Women Mission Ministry of New Mount
Olive Primitive Baptist Church is having a program
on Sunday, Nov. 16, at 4:00 p.m.
Our dynamic, inspirational speaker will be
Mrs. Ella Haynes of New Hope Missionary Baptist
Church of St. Petersburg, Florida.

tation to the community to join us as

God’s

we communicate God’s Word at 10:00

Living out these priorities results in a

a.m. Worship service on Sunday,
Sunday School at 9:00 a.m. and Bible

kaleidoscope of ministries at Bethel

Study and Teen Summit on Wednesday

THE NIA PROJECT TUTORIAL

Be blessed and keep the Lord first.

Calendar Events

Nov. 6 - Church outing: Bethlehem M.B. Church, 7 p.m.
Nov. 8 - Women’s Bible Study at 4:00 p.m.
Nov. 12 - Church outing: Greater St. Paul for Pastor’s
Anniversary
St. Mark Offers...

Sunday School is held for children and adults of
all ages. Sunday School starts each Sunday morning at
9:30. All are invited to come out and join os. -fsth
Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00
p.m. Members and the general public are invited to
come out and study the Bible with us and leam “What
Baptists Believe.”

Children and Youth Ministry Meetings are held
every Monday at 6:00 p.m. Children in the community
are welcomed to join us.
Sunday School Teachers’ Meeting is held every
Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power Bible Study is held every
Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study every Thursday
evening at 7:00.
St. Mark After-School Tutoring Ministry:
Neighbors Involved in Kids Education (N.I.K.E.).
Open to all school-age children every Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
DESTINATION GRADUATION
Tuesdays -6:15 p.m.-7:30 p.m. Reading help with
a reading specialist only.
Wednesdays
6:15 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. all ages:
Reading Specialist; Story time and crafts related to the
stories for small children designed to enhance recog
nizing main characters and more. In addition, there is
tutorial assistance for Math (Algebra and Geometry)
and Senior Focus for all high school seniors (FCAT,
ACT/SAT).
St. Mark Technology Lab: St. Mark Computer
Lab will be open and available for use on Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings from 5:30 to 7:30.

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
Everyone is invited to Mt. Zion A.M.E. this Weekend located at 1045 16th
Street South, St. Petersburg. Join us on Saturday, Nov. 8 for our first,

“Community HarVest FestiVal”
from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., right on the parking lot.
We’d love to have you, you and especially you!
Join us for a time of food, fun and great felloWship! Bring your family, friends
and neighbors as We come together just to have a “Gdod Ole Time.”
We have planned a cake walk, chicken and rib cook-off
and many other tasteful treats.
If basketball is your thing, don’t miss the competition.
Come share a laugh with us - enter the Hoola-Hoop contest.
We have games for all ages and prizes for your enjoyment including:
gift cards, stuffed animals, an iPod, and much more.
YOU must come out in order to WIN!
Hope to see you Sunday, Nov. 9 in Worship Service at 7:30 or 11:00 a.m.
Join in as we thank GOD in this season of Thanksgiving.
Come and experience the power of God in action at Zion
as Pastor Williams proclaims the Word of God to lift your heart and spirit!
All roads lead to Mt. Zion! Hope to see you there!

New Hope Missionary Baptist Church
Reverend

mornings at 11:00. We invite you to join

Carlos L. Senior and the NeW Hope

us as we pray for the needs of the people

Church family invite you to Worship With

throughout the World.

us on Sunday morning. Our services for

anxious about anything, but in every

the day include:
- Early Morning Service - 7:45 a.m.

thing, by prayer and petition, with

- Sunday School - 9:15 a.m. (Classes for

God.”

Esteemed

Pastor,

“Do not be

thanksgiving, present your requests to

all ages)

UPCOMING EVENTS

- Mid-Morning Service -10:30 a.m.

Nov.

MIDWEEK

P.U.S.H.

UNDERSTANDING,

&

(PRAYER,
SPIRITUAL

5-7

Association

-

Friendship M. B. Church, Dr. John A.

at 7:30.
Prayer Band is held on Thursday

Thursdays, 3:30-6:30 p.m. for middle

Line: 727-321-9645.

and high school students. Tutoring in
Missionary

Reading,

Math,

Tuesdays

Writing,

and

FCAT,

Baptist Church is committed to Christ-

SAT/ACT. For information and appli

centered,

cations contact Bethel Metropolitan at

people-centered,

team-

centered and Bible-based ministries

727-327-0554.

COME

with priorities focused on love, for

HELP YOU NEED!!

GET

THE

First Mount Zion
Missionary Baptist Church
The Deacons, Deaconess’, Ministers’ Wives, Missions of the First Mt.Zion
M.B.Church will observe its annual Deacons and Deaconess’ Fellowship
Hour on Nov. 9, at 4:00 p.m. We have added other ministries to
this fellowship and are inviting everyone to come out and enjoy Jesus.
As always, we are asking the Shiloh Missionary Baptist Church pf Largo,FL
the Rev.Willie McClendon,Pastor, to render our service.
We are looking forward to a grand fellowship with our brothers and sisters.
We are also asking your prayers fof this occasion;
praying that the Spirit of the Lord will move in a mighty way.
See you there and thank you so very much.
Yours in Christ,
Sister Lucy Ward, President of Deaconess’
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Sr., Pastor

Jesus, The Christ,
Jesus Christ,
Christ Jesus
To fully comprehend what Jesus Christ
means to the Unity movement, we must
interpret his identity metaphysically. If Jesus
Christ is truly to function as our Way Shower
and supreme model for living the enlightened
life, we must be able to discern the elements of
his nature that we share in common. “From the
metaphysical or the spiritual stand point, the
terms Christ Jesus, and Jesus Christ represent
spiritual principles and laws that are eternal and
omnipresent. They were active and found ful
fillment in the man Jesus of Nazareth. They are
in every human being who processes the same
spirit of devotion and obedience to God, as did
Jesus.
Jesus is the name of the historical person
identified as the Man from Nazareth who
became our Way Shower. Jesus represents that
part of everyone that is the energy and the

understanding to bring forth all that is in the
Christ potential. Jesus Christ is the name that
identifies the individual who perfectly under
stood his divine nature, which fully demon
strated his divine potential and who completely
fulfilled his divine purpose on this earth. The
spirit of God within him was expressed in its
fullness.
When Unity people refer to Jesus the
Christ, they are intentionally acknowledging
that Christ is the name of Jesus spiritual
identity, not his earthly last name. The Christ is
God individualized. Jesus is that aspect of
every person that understands the use of the
Christ principle, the pattern of perfection.
When we remember these truths with faith and
understanding, we can then express the Christ
presence within ourselves.
Peace,
Rev. Prentiss John Davis, Minister
511 Prescott Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church
It's time, for family and friends to make a trip home.
With each passing day, the congregation of
Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church
moves a step closer to observing 114 years of service
to the St. Petersburg community.
On Friday, Nov. 14, our youth and their friends will gather for activities

held in the church's Fellowship Hall. Award-winning vocalist Belinda Womack will
be featured. Donations are $35 for adults/$15 for children 12 and younger.

Church, the Rev. Oscar Johnson, Pastor,

Sunday, Nov. 16 begins with the 11 a.m. worship service where
State Representative Darryl Rouson will be the guest speaker. The attorney is the

Nov. 9 - Church Engagement: 4 p.m.,
Evans, Pastor, St. Petersburg, FL
“Careful

community to make use of our Prayer
Metropolitan

every

M.B.

Bethel

held on Wednesday evenings.

Bible Study for Adults and Youth begins

PROGRAM,

On the evening of Saturday, Nov. 15 at 7:00, the Anniversary Banquet will be

Tampa, FL

Service begins at 6:30 in the evening and

Metropolitan for all ages and interests.

Baptist

HEALING)
Prayer Service and Bible Study are
Prayer

opportunity.

that are especially designed for their entertainment and uplift.

Westcoast

Greater

every

fullest

Unity Temple Of Truth Church

COME ONE ... COME ALL ...

Our

at

the

giveness, unity, peace and groWth. We

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, under
the leadership of its dynamic, spirited, man of God, the
Reverend Brian' Kenneth Brown, its official staff of
Deacons and Trustees, and the entire congregation of
St. Mark, extends to the community at large, its wishes
that there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings
upon their lives. St. Mark is grounded in a Christcentered doctrine that has as its central theme, a belief
that we are a haven of hope, help, and healing for a
world hungering for and thirsting after the enlightened
Word of God. At St. Mark, we are Christians willing to
work and partner in unity, praising God for His
awesome gift, His son Jesus Christ.

truth

cultivate

evening at 7:00. We also encourage the

Bethel

We are cordially inviting everyone to come out
and worship with us as we lift the name of Jesus.
We look forward to seeing you there.

we

meditation

on

At 3 p.m., the Reverend David L. Connelly, the Senior Pastor of Bethel AME
will bring the anniversary address in the sanctuary.

the

Scriptures makes for a closer walk
with the Savior.”

former St. Petersburg NAACP leader.

A reception will follow.
Bethel AME is located at 912 Third Ave. N. in downtown St. Petersburg.
For more information, call 822-2089 or 823-6407.
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955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

(727) 894-4311

912 3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Email: mzpmbc@gte.Het
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

(727)822-2089
Bethel1894@knology.net

Worship Services...... .

7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.

Sunday School............

......................... ..9:00 a.m.

Prayer Service (Wed)

................. ........6:00 p.m.

Bible Study (Wed).....

............. ............ 6:30 p.m.

Breakfast Ministry......;4..............SundaY 8:00 ajm.
Church School .......................................9:00 ajm.
Morning Worship............. ...............10:30 ajm.
Bible StudY................................Tuesday 7:00 pjm.
Youth Church ....................Mon & Wed 5:30 pjm.

Mission Statement:
Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel ofJesus Christ.

‘There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church”

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

St. Mark African Methodist Episcopal Church
“Where Everybody is Somebody”
2401 — 5th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: (727) 823-6666
Rev. Keturah D. Pittman, Pastor

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-1373
Early Morning Worship.........................................................7:30 a.m.
Sunday School...................... ................................... .................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.......................................... ............... .......... 11:00 a.m.

Weekly Schedule

AFRICAN METHODIST
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
W*®** .
MX

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting...................7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer Meeting...................................... ................11:00 a.m.
Rev. Norris L.
Martin Sr. - Pastor

Reverend David L.
and Dorothy
Connelly

Sunday School.,............... .................... ....................9:30 a.m.
Sunday Early Morning Worship Service ...11:00 a.tn.
Monday Prayer & Praise.......... .......................... 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study........................................6:30 p.m.
Friday Youth Activities.......... ,............................6:30 p.m.

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

Victory Christian Center Church

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH

Pastor Michael T. and
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

Call Today!

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com

Your Church Ad

Schedule of Services

Sunday Worship*

could be HERE!

1818 29th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship "
11:30 a.m.

10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.tn.

(except Wednesdays)

Don’t wait!

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911

*Nursery and Youth Services Available

Queen Street
Church Of God In Christ
1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

7:00 p.m.
4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33714

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

Pastor Maceo and
Tamika McGriff

Looking tor a place to galn deeper understanding
of your spiritual nature? A place where

SaliH

(727) 686-9356

Log on:
www.travelwiththechurch.com

www.abundant-harvest.org

(to book your travel engagements)

“Walking Qn Qrfoe PromisedVision”

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service

Seek.

Bible Study

Worship C e n ter

(727) 896-4356

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

Sunday
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday

W.ACKiH6 (N THE. PROMISED VISION

‘Prinjitive Baptist Cfyurcli

Glad Tidings Church

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

Pastor Randy, and FirsiLady Karen Helms

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

A non-denominational church that believes
'God should be user friendly?

Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

Scheduled Services:
Early Morning.......................................................8:00 a.m.
Church School......... ........... ................................. 9:45 a.m.
Mid-Morning.......................................................11:00 a.m.
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study........7:00 p.m.

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Mount Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church
4000 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711 Phone: (727) 321-7375
“Returning God’s People to the Word of God”
Sunday School....... ................... 9:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.

Discussi

fifen ;
L" ’

SsSkIWhSM

Hostad By Radio Personalty
S.ster Oenise Wright
1490 & 1520 AM Radio
w maiteisoftheheartradic
Per Additional info and Re$e
Contact Denise @ 727-486-’

SaHaaEffig ' M
AL^SyiiiticiW

f'Jr;.I\ztoliciS.
Lveiyouc it? invitedkuntciKi... /J 5

Sunday General Worship............ .......... .....11:00 a.m.

'£

Communion.................... ............. ..........First Sunday

jf
. vk’HgWith Fitjc- l-ood, Tvi-tivr
?! XV’?.*/;.
Sil

Sunday New Member Orientation....... .......... 9:30 a,m.

c01uieei

fe ‘

1M

l^aiiclt Love

item Gw

Wednesday Prayer Meeting.......... 7:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study..............'.7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday Youth Bible Study..... 7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Pastor Clark

Mission Statement
Having been led, as we believe, by the Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as
our Savior; and on the profession of out faith. We the people of God returning to God’s
Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His love among one another.

2830 22ndAvenue South
St. (Petersburg, ‘Florida 33712
727-327-8590
Email: trinityp@tampabay.rr.com
Alfonso Woods,

pastorwoods07@yahoo.com

Pastor

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study — Wednesday — 6:30 p.m.
Holy Communion Every First Sunday

dieie:Gl&d Vicings Asse-.nbl\ or Gcc .

Wednesday Tutoring...................-6:00 p.m. - .7:00 p.m.

Hazley, Sr.

Trinity Pres6yterian Church

I

First Baptist Institutional
Church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

'2;=\c2c

'.--evicc-J.

Beakers- John Carmichael. Nicolet Butts & Prophetess Rosemarie Roussel

YOUR CHURCH
DIRECTORY AD
COULD BE HERE!

11:00 a.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Jl

Call TODAY!!
Rev. Wayne G.
Thompson, Pastor
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
. Schedule of Services
Church School..........................................
9:30 a.r
Morning Worship
...................... 10:45 a.i
Baptist Training Union ..................... ............. 5:00 p.r
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabayjr.com

Web site: www.bmmbc.org

Sunday Worship Service...... ..10:00 a.m.
Sunday School........... .......... ....9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday).. ....7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday).... ....7:00 p.m.

“God’s House In The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston, Pastor

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

Prayer Towcr Church

20th Street
Church Of Christ

900 - 16th Avenue South

820 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
Home: 896-8006

St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

Communion is observed every first Sunday

Bishop
Raymond T.
Baker, Pastor

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

The Rock
1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 327-8708
Sunday Worship Services ... .8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School ................................ ................ 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) ............................ 6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) ....................................7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) ..................4:00 p.m.

of

Sunday Services:

Prayer Service - 7:30 pjn.

Thursday

Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 pjn.

Jesus Missionary Baptist Church
..9:15 ajn. - 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.
10:20 a'fn? -10:30 a.m.
......................10:30 a.m.
........................6:30 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, dr.
Pastor

A Discipleship Making Community
Sunday Worship Services ................. ..
.10:00 a.m.
Sunday Children Church ................10:00 a.m.
Sunday School .................................................8:50 a.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday) ............................. 6:30 p.m.
Senior Fellowship (2nd Wednesday) ... .12:30 p.m.

Midweek P.U.S.H.
. (Prayer Meeting/Bible Study).. 7:00 p.m.

“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope ”

Missionary Baptist Church

1045 16th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33705
email:, info@greatermtzioname.org
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org
Sunday.............7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship

Rev. I. James Mitchell,
Senior Pastor

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Friendship

Early Morning Worship............. ..................7:30 a.m.
Sunday School......................... .................. 9:30 a.m.

Dr. John A. Evans,

Morning Worship..................... .................11:00 a.m.
"Serving and Saving

Sunday School.......................................9:30 A.M.

"Helping and
Healing"

Wednesday............... Noonday BibleStudy and

Call TODAY!!

Wednesday

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
.Office Hours: IVIonday thru Thursday
9:00 a.m. KjS:OO p.m.

Wednesday Services:

COULD BE HERE!

Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 ajn.

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS L OCATED AT:
3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

Church School........ ................9:00 a.m.
Praise & Worship Service ... 10:30 a.m.

DIRECTORY AD

•

2800 26th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-867-5287 • Fax: 727-906-9808

(727) 896-5228
w ww.spreadinghopeonline .org

YOUR CHURCH

Tuesday

McCabe United Methodist Church

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

Christ

Van service is available by calling:
(727) 327-0015

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

in

Sunday School -10:30 ajn.
A. M. Service -11:30 ajn.
YPWW (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pm.
P.M. Service (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 pjn.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pjn.

Church School:.................
Devotion:..........................
Praise and Worship:........
Morning Worship Service:
Bible Study each Tuesday:

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church

Rev. Wallace Elliott Sr. - Pastor

Sunday

Sunday Morning Bible Class..............................,9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship.......................................... 10:30a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday..’........................................7:00p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship............................................. 5:00p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class......................... .-.,.7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class.....................................7:00p.m.

Sunday Mid-Moming 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

Qvd

SERVICES
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

vr

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Rastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study

Wednesday Vintage Bible Study.. ..11:00 a.m. -12 noon
Rev. Clarence Williams,

Wednesday Bible Study............. ..................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service...... . ............. .....7:00 p.m.

Pastor

"Inspiring and
Instructing"

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 ajn.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

"Praying and
Praising"

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart ofthe city"

Thursday.................... 7 P.M. Youth Enrichment ffi

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Call Today!

(727) 898-9407

Your Church Ad

Sunday School............................ ...9:30 aan.
Morning Worship............................ .11:00 ajn.

could he HERE!

Ih

9

Mt. 01iV£ primitive baptist Church

Wednesday Night Bible Study.. ...7:30 pjn.

3001 18th Avenue South • Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712

Don ’t wait!

Phone: (727) 327-9904 • Fax: (727) 322-0409
Church School - 9:30 A.M. • Morning Worship -11:00 A.M.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & Bible Study - 7:00 P.M.
Worship Service Every Thursday Night after the First Sunday, at 7:00 P.M.

Wednesday Evening Prayer..... ...6:30 pjn.

H&.
Rev. Ronald L. Bel
Pastor

The church where
uihnt Cnd’t umrf tenrhes
is practiced!
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If you think you can can spot a
person with HIV, consider this:
Did you even spot the error in the
first six words of this headline?
AMYBOOY CAN HAVE HIV. OSE PROTECTION
Right now. AfOS is the leading cause of death
- '-jf

Alficaft-AmBTlcafiiS

2& -to 44. H

you’re hsvlog unprotected sex, you're at risk.

susaac.
*
Komen
xcure

Be smart;. Use protection,, and get tested. For s
testing site near you, text your zip code to #477493-

FLORIDA

MiBiomMfssfflim®
WKStiOPS»®tel«p

i31! Jb.cz

1

fRHHWITHSeflMNGMwbMw
‘fee©®

€
ll IX UVc UfUatdH HlfKIR I ill HUUUb fll eu WBflllSI
fe te 1W Harare faM sfens wnre toe It On-Sfe ai fe

Johnnie Ruth CWe Center at the Historic Mercy Wospihl Campus

lo register in advance or for more information call:
«&

-M59-3V8,

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

BUREAU OF HfV/AtDS

a

sssem

Bity Oncttktgy Center

Publix

6
T-Bone or
Porterhouse Steaks
Publix Premium Certified Beef, USDA Choice

Green Beans...
Southern-Grown Freshness, High in Folate
and a Good Source of Fiber and Magnesium

SAVE UP TO JLOO LB

□□□□□□
Z9S7

>79

Italian FiVe Grain Bread..........
Choose From White or Wheat, Contains: Oats,
Cracked Wheat, Barley, Millet, Flaxseed, and
Sunflower Seeds, From the Publix Bakery, 16-oz loaf

SAVEUPTO

Boar’s Head®
799
Ultimate Wrap Combo /“

Fresh Tilapia Fillets
Never Frozen, Farm-Raised

Roast Beef, Tavern Ham, Turkey,
Choice of Flat Bread,.Cheese, Toppings,

SAWEUPWJUMHS

lb

12-Pack Selected
<2
Coca-Cola Products'®

JBQ

00

18-Pack
Miller Lite Beer.......

13

12-oz can

Or Miller Genuine Draft, 12-oz can or bot.

SWEUPTG t,7S©«2

SAVI MP TO ISO

Medium Drink, and Chips, each

(12-Pack Foster’s Lager,

S«PraS«SL¥ L3 s¥ PRK5C

12-oz dartor bot.... 9,99)

(Pubiix, each ...6.69)

Prices effective Thursday, November 6 through Wednesday, November 12, 2008.
Only in

Lake,

Sumter, Poik and Osceola Counties.

Prices not effective at Publix Sabor.

Quantity rights reserved.

<*w»
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